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Abstract 
“Playing for Real”: Six Adolescent Girls in an After-School Program 

Sarah Alyson Wessler 

 This ethnography is an account of six Latina youth participating in an all-girls 

after-school program in the Washington Heights neighborhood of New York City. The 

program, Girls Now, was designed to “help adolescent girls overcome the barriers of 

urban life and poverty” by providing them with a safe space and educational workshops. 

One component of the program integrated online digital badge software, Play Now, to 

implement curriculum and enhance learning. I conducted fieldwork from September 2011 

– June 2013 in varying capacities linked directly to the after-school program and the 

digital badge game. 

 In this ethnography I address the behavior change goals of the game (and broader 

nonprofit program) and compare them with the real-world realities of the game 

functionality. Through interactional analysis (IA) of how the girls used the software, 

including conversations, actions, produced artifacts, and improvised playful practices, I 

create a clearer understanding of how they shared information, navigated their social 

worlds, maintained friendships, and educated themselves and each other, in creative and 

unexpected ways. 
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Prologue 

  

 

 Davon a 12-year-old boy from Harlem, and a group of his 6th grade peers 

participated in “Smile Style,” a popular dental education workshop at their school-based 

health center computer lab. The workshop began with the online video game, Mouth 

Power, which was used to supplement the oral health and hygiene curriculum at the lab. 

The first stage of the game required players to brush the main character Mouthy’s teeth to 

prevent cavities, tartar build-up, and other oral diseases. Players were to drag-and-drop 

dental floss and a toothbrush into Mouthy’s hands at a “Cleaning Station” and then place 

him into a time machine. Mouthy was then subjected to a ten-year time lapse sequence to 

demonstrate how regular oral hygiene can keep teeth and gums healthy. Not surprisingly, 

this class of 6th graders completed the activity quickly and moved on to the next level. 

When a student finished the game, they received a printed “Certificate of Completion” to 

display next to their computer workstation. 

!viii

[Figure 1. Mouth Power game]



 While circling the lab and handing out certificates, I noticed Davon stuck on the 

time machine stage, unable to advance to the next level of the game. While observing 

Davon, it became apparent that he was continually neglecting to drag the toothbrush into 

Mouthy’s hand. Puzzled, I confronted him: 

“Davon, if you don’t brush Mouthy’s teeth, you’re going to lose the game. Don’t you 

want a certificate?” 

 Davon shrugged and continued to ignore Mouthy’s rapidly-decaying teeth. At the 

end of the level, Mouthy’s gums were red and swollen, and his teeth were yellow and full 

of abscesses. Davon was redirected to the beginning of the game, grinning triumphantly 

as he started the activity over. He again neglected to brush Mouthy’s teeth. 

Frustrated, I asked: 

“Davon, do you know why Mouthy’s teeth are rotting? Do you understand that it is really 

important to brush and floss your teeth?” 

He smiled, revealing his perfectly clean white teeth and healthy gums: 

“I just wanted to see what’d happen. It’s really gross.” 

!ix

[Figure 2. Mouthy’s decaying teeth]



 Davon’s messing around and losing the game on purpose gave me pause. Initially 

I saw Davon’s reluctance to brush Mouthy’s teeth as not learning and as a health 

educator, I was frustrated because he was not following the very simple game 

instructions. As I watched him, clearly having fun and exploring what might happen if the 

lose-state of the game was purposefully induced, I realized that Davon was playing 

around with the game itself. Davon knew the obvious win-state of the game – if you 

brush Mouthy’s teeth, you will be rewarded with a certificate. When he revealed his 

gleaming smile, I knew he knew the importance of oral hygiene. Yet, Davon chose to 

play within the boundaries of the game to spark his curiosity of other game outcomes and 

possibilities. His actions challenged the goals and rules of most educational games in 

which win-states or symbolic rewards are motivating factors for success. As a trained 

health educator, I failed to recognize his “messing around” as deep learning and “deep 

play”. Watching him test out other combinations of Mouthy’s time machine adventure, I 

realized that Davon’s actions were creative and valuable. 

 Davon’s rule-bending play style warranted further inquiry, unfortunately, a formal 

study a was never conducted. Over time, I watched Davon’s play-within-play style 

hundreds of times with hundreds of other students messing around on dozens of online 

games, and my interest in education, technology, gaming, and youth was piqued. 
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Introduction 

 My interest in adolescents playing educational online video games began in 2005 

when I managed the aforementioned computer lab in Harlem, New York City. There I 

watched hundreds of students play online games at the “Lehman Brothers Health 

Promotion Learning Lab” the education component of the “Harlem Children’s Health 

Project” school-based health center. The lab’s goal was to teach students about health and 

safety through educational video games and other online resources. During my six years 

as Program Manager, I noticed many interesting things about adolescents and their 

interactions with technology: 

1. Students willingly played and enjoyed educational computer games. I frequently 

observed high school students enthusiastically play online educational games – even 

those designed for elementary school children. 

2. Sometimes students, like Davon, played and used games in unexpected ways. They 

did not follow instructions and did not play according to the game’s rules. 

3. Players interacted with each other, shared computers, and helped each other complete 

tasks and win games. 

4. Students often engaged in media-savvy multi-modal activities. They shifted their 

attention between games and other online sites such as YouTube and Myspace with 

ease, while simultaneously listening to music, talking with each other, goofing off, 

laughing, and messing around. 
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 In the summer of 2009, I performed a preliminary formal study of adolescents 

playing video games at a cyber-camp on Long Island, New York. During this study, I 

once again noticed teens doing interesting and unexpected things while playing video 

games together; not following rules and messing around in ways perhaps unintended or 

unimagined by the game developers. One incident stands out: Marta, the camp director, 

was recruited to play in a Counter Strike: Source tournament along with nine other 

teenage campers. Marta was a noob, or inexperienced gamer, and had never played the 

complicated first-person-shooter game in which two teams of ten players equipped with 

heavy artillery run amok in a make-believe war zone killing one another with the 

objective to find and dismantle a terrorist bomb. 

 Eleven-year-old Brett was not recruited to participate in the high-stakes 

tournament and instead sat next to Marta to help her navigate the game’s interface. 

Despite Brett’s patient coaching, Marta struggled with the controls; she fired her M16 

into the sky, ran into walls, trapped herself behind boulders, and accidentally threw 

grenades at her teammates. The campers screamed and yelled at her until Brett gently 

eased the mouse out of her hand and took over her position on the game. Partially due to 

Marta’s incompetence, the campers performed terribly in the important tournament and 

lost all ten rounds of gameplay. In the end, Marta never learned how to play Counter 

Strike: Source, but she did learn a few other lessons: adults aren’t always the experts, 

little kids can be sympathetic and patient teachers, and players should never, ever, kill 

their own teammates (Varenne et al. 2013). 
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*** 

 Inspired by my work with Davon, Brett, and countless other kids playing with 

online games, the ethnography presented here is about six girls “hanging out, messing 

around, and geeking out” (Ito et al. 2010), while participating in an after-school program 

in Washington Heights, New York City. It is a story about how the girls navigate their 

early adolescence through expressions of friendship, love, trust, and laughter. My goal is 

to present their stories of resilience, creativity, ingenuity, and humor. 

 Girls Now, a nonprofit (NGO) program, said in a mission statement that 

adolescent girls in urban settings have certain problems that needed to be solved and they 

believed digital badges were a solution to these problems. Play Now, the digital badge 

software used by the program, had specific objectives and expectations for how it should 

operate in the “real” world. In this ethnography, I explore the relationship of the game, 

how stakeholders imagined it operated, and how it both contrasts and aligns with the real 

lives of the six girls. This research shows that adolescents educate themselves in many 

ways and the ways they educated themselves were not always captured by the intended 

learning and educational goals of an after-school program or a digital badge game.  

 At the site of Girls Now at the Teen Program in Washington Heights, participants’ 

experiences are not simply dictated by the educational goals and structures of a digital 

badge game. Rather, girls use the game, the after-school program, and each other, to 

improvise and create their own space by blurring the boundaries of work and play and 

questioning the educational goals of the game and the intentions of the Girls Now 
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program. In so doing, they also help themselves and each other through intimate and 

often difficult moments in their lives, all the while, engaged in play and having fun. 
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Chapter 1: Girls Hanging Out and Learning from Each Other 

  

 This ethnography is about the “everyday education” of adolescent girls hanging 

out in an after-school Teen Program; and when these girls hang out they also “mess 

around and geek out” on computers (Ito et al. 2010), make friendships, and learn from 

one another. 

 Lawrence Cremin defines education  as “the deliberate, systematic, and sustained 1

effort to transmit, evoke, or acquire knowledge, values, attitudes, skills, or sensibilities, 

as well as any learning that results from the effort, direct or indirect, intended or 

unintended” (1980:ix). Following Cremin, Varenne (2007), encourages ethnographers 

to focus on everyday education in streets, churches, neighborhood gardens, labor and 

delivery rooms, and homes to understand how education happens in social contexts and 

interactions “on a practical everyday basis” (Mehan 1979:5). Everyday education is the 

learning that happens in day-to-day social interactions in settings that are not measured, 

assessed, or bound to specific curricula, testing committees, arbitrary scores, or 

“Certificates of Completion”. When researching these everyday practices we see people 

educate themselves and each other in unexpected circumstances that can sometimes yield 

surprising outcomes. Everyday education can occur illegitimately (Kalmar 2001), in 

hidden places (Gundaker 2007), ignorantly (Rancière 1999), and – in the case of this 

  I must clarify that “education” is to be defined separately from “schooling.” Schooling is 1

formalized education, in which students are asked to follow set curricular and assessment-based activities. 
Much is at stake in schools (Koyama 2010), successful schools don’t necessarily produce successful 
students (Bartlett and Garcia 2013), and there are serious consequences attributed to failure (Varenne and 
McDermott 1998).
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research – among six adolescent girls messing around on computers in Washington 

Heights.  2

 While the girls in my research hang out after school in a Teen Program they also 

create their own spaces through playful conversations with each other that include joking, 

teasing, and creative problem-solving strategies. Because of these actions, I was 

influenced by ethnography of youth and the conversations they have about their lives. 

These ethnographies include: Eckert’s (1990), work on competition and cooperation in 

girl-talk; Tannen’s (1990), work on linguistic variation between best friends; Eder’s 

(1987), exploration of the role of playful teasing among American middle schoolers that 

outlines the playful turn-taking of youth, and the importance of humor in their social 

lives. I was also inspired by Finders (1997), who explores hidden literacies embedded 

within the lives of junior high school girls and the importance of friendship and social 

networks in their identity development. Ma’ayan (2012), revisits Finders work within an 

urban public school and explores how 21st century technologies enable six adolescent 

girls find their online literacy identities.  

 This research was also inspired by literature that emphasizes the everyday social 

and contextual approaches to studying youth interfacing with computers, software and 

games. While messing around on computers, the girls in my research also engaged with 

the “software mediated attentional space” (Lemke 2006:12), of a digital badge 

  Anthropologists of education have contributed several ethnographies that focus on everyday 2

practices in educational and social settings. Examples include the everyday language of working class 
children (Miller 1982), language use and development in homes and in schools (Heath 1983), a cross- 
cultural exploration of preschools in three different cultures (Tobin et al. 1989), class differences in 
schooling (Lareau 2000), and the hidden social dynamics of girls on a school playground (Goodwin 2006).
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game. Ortner (1998), shows how youth cultures are increasingly intertwined with media 

culture and technology. Leander and McKim (2003), trace everyday “sightings” of 

adolescents online and offline to show how youth become more interconnected 

with each other in multiple spaces and networks. Additionally, Gershon (2010), shows 

how online spaces mediate rules and customs for relationship building, romance, and 

friendship. Most recently danah boyd (2014), examines the “complicated” practices of 

youth engaging with networked publics and online social spaces. There are several 

notable ethnographies that explore social practices of people and groups engaging in 

online spaces and virtual worlds. These texts also influenced how I collected data and  

situated my participants as part of both physical and online worlds. Boellstorff (2008), 

uses participant observation to explore how people interact within the virtual world 

Second Life. Nardi’s (2010), ethnography of the World of Warcraft online gaming culture 

shows how participants blur the lines between their on-screen avatars, and their real-life 

personas. 

 When girls in this research play the digital badge game, in some cases they 

perform the work of the game, but other times they play intensely with the game and 

create a reconfigured “geeked out” experience, for example, boy band fandom. 

According to Ito et al., “geek” is an identity category or “a genre of participation – a way 

of understanding, interacting, and orienting to media and technology” (2010:66). Intense 

geeked-out experiences “rely on mutual respect and expertise” between participants 

(2010:234). These intense online activities can lead to “deep play” (Geertz 1973), or 
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“deep pleasure” (Gee 2004), and create a strong emotional involvement in play practices. 

Girls using the digital badge game for other, non-educational purposes is an example of 

augmented game play: 

 [P]layers increasingly engage with a wide range of practices that relate to   
 knowledge seeking and cultural production through games. [Augmented game  
 play is] engagement with the wide range of secondary productions that are part of  
 the knowledge networks surrounding game play (Ito 2010:220).  

In other words, augmented game play, and deep play can lead to even more geeked out 

activities. 

 Along with geeking out, the digital badge game in this research enabled or 

afforded, other unexpected educational practices to take place. danah boyd (in Ito et al.) 

calls these unexpected moments “jumping off points”. Affordances is a term used by New 

Media Studies (NMS) to describe how games enable play activities outside the intended 

game design. Affordances of games and technologies place emphasis on design (Gibson 

1977, Norman 1988), but dismiss player agency, free will, and creativity. Following boyd 

(2014), who was informed by Oliver (2005), I agree that game environments can 

encourage and enable certain practices; but game designers cannot predict what will 

happen when people actually play or mess around (boyd 2014:10). For example, the 

design of Mouth Power afforded Davon the ability to fail or lose the game. However, the 

designers probably did not anticipate that Davon, chose to fail the game on purpose. 

Game environments providing these “jumping off points” create grey areas that blur the 

boundaries of deep and serious play to enable further educational and creative endeavors. 
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Making Friendships and Learning 

 When the girls in this research “hang out, mess around, and geek out,” they also 

perform the work of friendship and learn from one another through an emerging 

community of practice (Lave and Wenger 1991), or affinity group (Gee 2007). A 

community of practice implies “participation in an activity system about which 

participants share understandings concerning what they are doing and what it means in 

their lives” (Lave and Wenger 1991:98). The six girls in this study create and improvise 

meanings through the situated activity of participating in the Girls Now after-school 

program. According to Lave and Wenger (1991), situated learning suggests “learning is 

an integral and inseparable aspect of social practice…under the rubric of legitimate 

peripheral participation” (Lave and Wenger 1991:31). While the girls learn the game 

interface, they also participate in the Girls Now program, all the while creating and 

improvising multiple social worlds. As the girls perform the work of the game and 

understand the platform, they also learn how to re-create the game and author 

themselves. They share unique artifacts with other participants on the social network of 

the game and contribute, reproduce, and inspire the work of the other players. These 

productions and reconfigurations within the community of practice make room for other 

girls to play within the game boundaries and continuously reimagine the program and the 

game itself. 

 I posit the Play Now digital badge game as a figured world (Holland et al. 1998), 

or a social reality that lives within dispositions mediated by the game, the software, 

networks, the computers, stakeholders, and the work of the girls. The game designers and 
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program stakeholders created a collective narrative and imagining of the girls via their 

class, race, gender, and socio-economic statuses. Other players are able to engage in the 

figured world through continuous peripheral participation. When they perform the 

(perceived) work of the game, they also play. And through this play they reconfigure (and 

figure out) the game and how it connects with their own improvised worlds. 

 While the girls work and play the game in the space of Girls Now they also 

engage in multiple social worlds. The game and the play practices of the girls allow for 

creating new ways of knowing, new artifacts, and the creation of more worlds through 

which their social practices could be produced and understood. The game provides the 

girls with a space to share and configure their “selves” via the three contexts: 

negotiations of positionality, space of authoring, and world making (Holland et al 1998). 

Negotiations of positionality first occur on the game when the girls create profiles and 

declare themselves a “Directioner,” “Belieber,” “cheerleader,” “rainbow girl,” etc. The 

girls then playfully and seriously improvise their positionalites as adolescents, students, 

and members of Girls Now. The girls then accept, reject, and mess around with the 

software to reconfigure and make their own social world within the game. The game 

allowed for a space of authoring and enabled the girls to play, make profiles, complete 

tasks, engage with the game interface, and establish friendships. 

 Holland et al. describe how people engage with simulations and immerse 

themselves in virtual worlds on computers and online spaces: “A figured world, too, is 

played out; a frame becomes a world – a space and time established imaginatively – that 

one can come to sense after a process of experiencing, acting by virtue of its 
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rules” (1998:53). When the girls participate in the Play Now game they play by the rules. 

But they also imagine and improvise how the game (might) operate through their own 

experiences and relationships. Holland et al. add:  

 Players become ever more familiar with the happenings of a figured world…and  
 learn to author their own and make them available to other participants. By means 
 of such appropriation, objectification, and communication, the world itself is also  
 reproduced, forming and reforming the practices of its participants (1998:53).  

While geeking out and playing deeply with the game, the girls sing, dance along, and 

construct their current and future selves – and through this serious play new improvised 

(and reconfigured) worlds emerge. 

Organization of this Ethnography 

 To understand how the girls in this research educate themselves and each other, I 

first unpack the “black box” of how education happens within the larger programmatic 

structures of the Teen Program, Girls Now, and affiliated stakeholders.  

 Chapter 2 describes the Washington Heights neighborhood where the Teen 

Program is located and I provide an interview with Mr. Antonio, the Teen Program 

Director. Next I explore the origin of Girls Now and the stakeholders that created, 

controlled, and implemented the digital badge technology.  

 Chapter 3 explores an important component of the Girls Now program; the Play 

Now digital badge game. This chapter describes the goals of the game and the 

relationship between Girls Now and the game designers. I discuss the game design and 

layout including a full game walk-through, the Mission selection process, and the role of 

Moderators. 
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 Chapter 4 introduces the participants and describes a “typical day” at Girls Now 

at the Teen Program. Stakeholders, Moderators, Center Directors, and the girls, all have 

significant positions in creating Girls Now. Through these positions, activities are 

organized during designated Girls Now meetings and spaces within the Center Hobby 

Room and computer lab. 

 Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 explore how the game operated in ways “unimagined” 

by the program stakeholders through the playful and serious social practices of 

“fangirling”.  These chapters show how the girls play deeply with the game to meet their 

own educational needs, wishes, and desires. 

 Chapter 7 describes how best friends Alemania and Jomayra address difficult 

circumstances in their lives. This chapter also explores how and when the girls produced 

game “artifacts” and how these artifacts contrast with the social contexts within which 

they were produced. 

 Chapter 8 describes how one girl, Luz, sets up her space to play the game (for the 

first, and only time). She follows the rules of the game and writes a thoughtful Mission 

about her complicated social relationships at school. She has the opportunity to have a 

meaningful discussion about her future goals, but then finds some unexpected visitors 

“lurking” on the game. 

 Chapter 9 provides a final example in which 11-year-old Jazzy uses the game to 

reveal a deep secret about sadness and depression. The rest of the girls are confronted 

with the painful revelation of their friend’s history of self-harm. They uphold their 
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established trust circle and use their creativity, friendships, and humor to make sense of a 

very serious moment. 

 The conclusion of this ethnography describes the unexpected cancelation of the 

Play Now game and the Girls Now program. I show how the girls make sense of this 

sudden change and re-create the program on their own terms. I provide an example of 

how the girls work together to handle a neighborhood emergency, without the help of 

Center Directors, Moderators, points, or badges. 

 The closing of this ethnography critiques Play Now, Girls Now, and the 

assumptions they make about the youth they aim to “help”. I posit both the game and the 

program as “technologies of adolescence” that intend to change the lives of youth who 

might not want (or need) their lives changed. I make suggestions for improved 

educational tools and strategies to create programs that more effectively capture and 

address the educational and technological needs and desires of youth participating in 21st 

century classrooms and beyond. I critique stakeholders and game designers who imagine 

their programs and software will change behaviors – adolescents not only learn from the 

content of games and lesson plans, but also learn from each other – together in the real 

world. 
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Chapter 2: After-School in Washington Heights 

 

Research Location: The Teen Program at the Center 

 The uptown Manhattan neighborhoods of Washington Heights and Inwood  are 1

joined together in Manhattan Community District 12. District 12 is located on the 

northernmost point of Manhattan island, (Marble Hill is located further north, but is not 

geographically connected to the island due to the re-routing of the Harlem River in the 

1890s) and encompasses the regions north of 155th street to the Harlem River at 220th 

street. According to the 2013 New York City Department of City Planning, the total 

population of District 12 is 190,020 with 70% of residents of Hispanic or Latino/a origin, 

most of Dominican descent. Although this district has seen a drastic decrease in crime 

since the 1990’s, 23% of annual household incomes still fall below the federal poverty 

level and the unemployment rate has been 14% for over a decade. Limited education 

resources affect the entire district as 31% of the population over the age of 21 does not 

  See also (Bartlett and Garcia 2011, Duany 2008, and Georges 1991).1
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have a high school diploma or equivalent credentials. With approximately 24,000 school-

aged students attending 31 public schools, and 19.6% of the population under the age of 

eighteen, addressing education needs are a “top priority for the community” according to 

leaders and policymakers at the local and city-wide level. For the past decade, the District 

12 Community Board has been advocating for increased after-school programs, college 

readiness programs, and youth violence prevention programs to address these issues and 

promote neighborhood safety. 

 The Teen Program at the Center is one of only 19 programs that offer after-school 

enrichment programs for the thousands of students in the District. I met Mr. Antonio, the 

Teen Program Director, in fall of 2011 when I first volunteered at Girls Now. Born in 

Lima, Peru, Mr. Antonio started his career at the Center in 1989 working with the 

homebound elderly and specializing in geriatric social work. In 1995, he was appointed 

to organize the Center’s new initiative to create a safe space for neighborhood teens to go 

after school. Mr. Antonio has successfully directed the Teen Program for nearly two 

decades and was happy to share information with me. He stated that all Teen Program 

enrichment activities are free of charge and partially funded by the New York City 

Department of Youth and Community Development (DYCD). As of 2013, approximately 

100 participants 11 – 18 years of age attend activities Mondays – Thursdays from 5:45 – 

8:00 p.m. Activities and clubs include teen leadership and community service, college 

and career exploration, SAT preparation classes, Zumba (dance aerobics), various sports, 

graffiti arts, and puppet-making. 
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 Mr. Antonio told me that most Teen Program participants lived nearby in Inwood 

or Washington Heights, but other teens commuted from the Bronx to participate in some 

of their programs: 

Even though there are some kids that don’t live in this area, but they go to school 
here. It’s preferable that they would live in this area or in this community, 
however we will not reject anybody that would come from say Brooklyn or the 
Bronx. It sounds kind of strange that they would want to participate in the 
program, especially if they live somewhere far away because it would be a long 
way for them to commute. 

He believed the Teen Program at the Center was an asset to the community:  

I think it is one of the very few community centers who, despite of government 
funds [being cut] still provides that quality kind of program for our teens. 
Especially with very little money, or no money, we are producing a high quality 
program for them. Where not only will they be safe, but they can have fun. They 
can really be somebody, they can really feel comfortable, that they can feel like, 
kinda home. We don’t wanna create anything that will feel like a classroom. We 
want to make them feel comfortable because we want them to come every week. 

 According to Mr. Antonio, youth in Inwood Washington Heights face many of the 

same challenges as other teens in New York City. His main concern for the youth was 

lack of family support: 

Teens spend a lot of time by themselves. I don’t see parents really very much 
involved with them. I may see [parents] once when [their teens] first come and I 
don’t see them again. The sad part is that many of [the teens], once they leave the 
premises – we have no control of that. They spend a lot of time outside for many 
hours [throughout] the night. I think that is very dangerous for them and they are 
exposed to many negative things that could happen outside. 

 He cited drugs, “being at the wrong spot at the wrong time,” and gang-related 

crime as some of the dangerous activities he has seen in the neighborhood over the past 
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25 years. He stated that teenage years from ages 11 to 18 were often a difficult transition 

for many adolescents in the neighborhood:  

 Many of them think they know it all, they think they deserve everything. All the  
 peer pressure, [they are] all fighting to be independent. I try to make a difference  
 in their life. It’s very challenging work. 

Girls Now 

 Girls Now, the program featured in this research, is part of Women Now, a large 

multinational nonprofit organization. The mission of Women Now is to eradicate global 

poverty through micro-lending, savings programs, and financial education.  The 2

organization believes that financially “empowering” women can alleviate poverty at the 

local, and over time, the national level. 

  

 

 The first Women Now outpost in the United States opened in 2009 followed by 

the corporate headquarters in New York City. In 2010, a substantial grant from a large 

multi-national corporation (LMNC) was awarded to Women Now. The New York City 

branch used this funding to pilot Girls Now, an educational program targeted to 

adolescent girls in Harlem, Washington Heights, the Bronx, and Brooklyn with the initial 

  For a similar nonprofit micro-lending model see http://www.accion.org.2
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intent to serve the daughters of mothers receiving the Women Now microloans. The 

LMNC awarded this grant as part of their larger efforts to eradicate global teen pregnancy 

by teaching financial literacy to girls living in poverty. The two-year Girls Now pilot 

program began in summer 2011, and the official program launched in fall 2011. Girls 

Now promotional materials featured the program descriptions below:  3

Girls Now ‘empowering the next generation of girls’ is a program to help girls 
living in low-income  communities start earlier in life on the path towards 4

financial independence and well-being through an innovative mix of asset 
building, leadership development, health education, and experiential learning. 
Eligibility to work with us is based on the percentage of students receiving free 
and reduced lunch. This is our low-income determinant. We generally cap it at 
85% and above in order to serve those communities deemed most in need. 

The Girls now mission statement: 
WE HELP GIRLS REACH THEIR FULL POTENTIAL. We work with girls 
ages 10 to 18 who live in lower-income neighborhoods in New York City. We 
teach them money smarts. Educate them about health. Empower them to form 
strong, supportive relationships. Guide their academic and career plans. 
Encourage leadership and critical-thinking. And give them a safe space to seek 
support when life feels overwhelming. As a result, those girls grow up to be 
confident, compassionate leaders. Their families benefit. Their communities 
benefit. Everyone benefits. It’s pretty awesome, right? 

Girls Now Program Structure 

 During the 2011 – 2012 program year, Girls Now reached out to New York City 

public schools, after-school programs, and community centers to recruit members. The 

program served 180 girls at 5 sites in Manhattan and Brooklyn. During the 2012 – 2013 

  To protect the identity of the participants I refrain from indicating sources directly from program 3

websites and instead utilize internal documents.

  As of June 2013, terms such as “low-income” and “poverty” were removed from the Girls Now 4

website and program description. These descriptors still exist on the Play Now website. Actual data of 
whether participants in this study were indeed “living in poverty” are unknown. I do have the zip codes for 
each participant but I do not wish to assume or classify any of them as “living in poverty” based on this 
information.
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program year, Girls Now expanded to 15 sites reaching nearly 500 girls.  In the second 

year of the two-year pilot, the 2012 – 2013 Girls Now staff was comprised of: 

1 Program Director 
5 Center Directors 
1 Program Associate 
1 (2nd year) Master of Social Work (MSW) intern 

 According to Girls Now training workshops, Center Directors were the “engine 

and transmission of the Girls Now program”. Each Center Director was responsible 

for recruiting participants, running Center Meetings, and managing approximately one 

hundred participants at assigned program sites. Center Directors were also expected to 

build and maintain relationships with parents of participants, schools, and other 

community-based organizations. Girls Now Center Directors held Center Meetings with 

participants at each site twice a week. One session was designed to include formal 

instruction from a weekly Girls Now lesson plan. The second session was informal and 

participants were invited to discuss personal issues or Girls Now topics in greater depth.   
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Girls Now at the Teen Program 

 During the 2011 – 2012 program year, Girls Now chose the Teen Program at the 

Center in Inwood/Washington Heights as a suitable location to run their program. 

The following girls were recruited by Mr. Antonio to participate in the Girls Now 

program: 

*** 

The Center  

 The Center is settled in the middle of a block in uptown Manhattan. The 

neighborhood is primarily residential with a few restaurants under construction, and a 

hair salon on nearly every block. The main street that intersects with Broadway is 

cornered with a parking garage and a new play field and rubber-turfed track are encircled 

by a large chain-link fence. Behind the field is a New York City public school building, 

which houses two middle schools, one public and one charter on the third floor. For a fee, 

neighborhood residents can become a Center member and have access to a gym, weight 
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room, dance classes, and a popular Brazilian capoeira class. During the day, the Center 

also houses a UPK (universal pre-kindergarten) with two classrooms. The building is also 

attached to the Senior Center, an assisted-living facility for elderly and disabled residents. 

 The Center is housed in a mid-century brick building outfitted with large 

automatic sliding glass doors. The main floor has administrative offices, guest services, 

and a large kitchen and auditorium that provides lunch and dinner for the senior residents 

and neighbors. On the second floor there is a music room and gathering space for seniors, 

a dance studio for Zumba and karate classes, and the Teen Program main office. The Teen 

Program office doubles as a workspace and storage room. It is small and cluttered; 

bookshelves are packed with books and games and a small sink in the back bursts with 

bottles of tempera paint, brushes, and other craft supplies. Mr. Antonio’s desk is 

surrounded by medals, honorary degrees, and newspaper clippings; I counted over 

twenty-five framed plaques and certificates encircling his computer monitor. 

  

[Figure 6. Girls playing the game Life with Ms. Ana in the Hobby Room] 
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The Hobby Room  

 Girls Now was assigned a space on the assisted living facility ground floor, 

connected to the larger Center common area through a concrete stairwell. The space, 

called the Hobby Room, was next door to a small kitchen and larger gathering space. 

During the day, the room was used as a space for crafts, workshops, and Senior Center 

staff meetings. It was an intimate room, with pink door frames, a marker-stained white 

board, and a conference table with large comfortable chairs. The girls enjoyed meeting in 

the Hobby Room because they felt they “were conferencing” with one another. They 

especially enjoyed writing on the white board and spinning around in the large office 

chairs. 

The Computer Lab 

 Participants used the Play Now digital badge software in the Center computer 

lab.  Before the recorded observations began, Mr. Antonio showed me the computer lab 5

so I could design a plan for camera placement. I also met with the Center Technology 

Director who provided instructions for how to use the space and secure the room at the 

end of our sessions. I took photographs of the room and mapped out a plan to place 

cameras around the room to capture the girls playing. The lab was recently renovated and 

all of the computer equipment was in excellent condition. During the day, the lab was 

used by the attendees of the Senior Center or the adjacent assisted living facility. The 

computers had “Senior Planet” desktop wallpaper with websites curated for senior 

citizens. Some of the computers were connected to keyboards with enlarged keys for the 

 For a map of the computer lab and camera placement see Appendix B.5
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visually impaired. A large plasma screen television was mounted on the wall in the front 

of the room, positioned above a locked portable cart that housed twelve brand-new laptop 

computers. The perimeter of the room was lined with eleven workstations equipped with 

dell OptiPlex 360 computers, and Logitech webcams mounted on the 19-inch monitors. 

The room was outfitted with large and comfortable office chairs. A large window lined 

one wall with a malfunctioning air conditioner installed in the lower right corner. The 

computer lab was an excellent space to conduct research. It was small enough to capture 

the girls playing from multiple angles but also allowed for enough room for the girls to 

move around. There were also multiple places to mount cameras and place audio 

equipment. The well-maintained computers also ran on a high speed DSL which allowed 

for fast and efficient access to the Play Now game. 

 

*** 
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An Afternoon with Girls Now: Setting Up 

 Tuesday afternoons at 5:15 the neighborhood surrounding the Center is a hive of 

activity. Middle school students, from the adjacent school, run around, and play tackle 

football on the turf and track. Clusters of girls talk, laugh, and huddle together around 

stone chess tables and concrete benches. A small school bus is parked out front to pick up 

the Center preschool students and children march aboard with paper hats and other art 

projects hanging out of their backpacks. Parents and guardians rush to the entrance to 

pick up their children, who sit in a line on the floor outside of the Center auditorium with 

their backpacks and coats. The Teen Program begins at 5:45 and a half-dozen teens are 

milling about the lobby during the noisy transition time. Curtis, the security guard, does 

his best to prevent them from sneaking to the third floor basketball courts. They are 

instructed to wait outside, but continue to hover at the entrance and impatiently dribble 

basketballs or play on their phones. 

 On Tuesdays and Thursdays, I arrived during this busy transition time, dodging 

children and teens on my way to the Teen Program main office on the second floor. While 

I waited for the girls to arrive, I would sit with Mr. Antonio in his cramped office to 

practice Spanish or watch vintage Don Rickles stand-up comedy routines on YouTube. 

Alemania, Ashanti, and Jazzy were usually the first to arrive – sometimes early – they 

liked to sneak past Curtis and take the elevator to the second floor. After giving hugs and 

saying hello to Mr. Antonio, the girls rummaged through my tote bag, looking for snacks. 

Alemania collected the Girls Now supplies from the bookshelves and we marched down 

to the Hobby Room together, singing and laughing. 
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 When I was a Girls Now volunteer at the Teen Program, the Center Director 

always brought the girls a snack. Many of the girls participated in clubs or programs after 

the regular school day and often did not leave school until after 5:00 p.m. They did not 

have time to stop home after school and eat, or their parents weren’t home from work to 

prepare food. The girls were often hungry and would spend whatever money they had on 

candy and soda. So I brought the girls a snack such as string cheese, oranges, granola 

bars, or their favorite, fruit snacks. 

 “Snack and Chat” was always the first item on the Girls Now agenda. It provided 

time for the girls to talk about their day and catch up with one another. The conversations 

were an animated mix of laughter, shouting, sharing celebrity gossip, and talking about 

their favorite music. The mood in the room was often jovial and full of excitement. After 

Snack and Chat, they would review the logbook of what they had discussed in the 

previous Girls Now session. If it was an informal day, we would have a quick review of 

the material, and then begin a project or activity, such as playing a board game or creating 

a Girls Now-themed art project. On formal days Ms. Ana would have a more in-depth 

review of the materials from the previous session and then introduce the Girls Now 

lesson plan for the day.  6

Girls Now Rules 

 The girls at the Teen Program developed the following rules to keep Girls Now a 

welcoming space for them to meet: 

  For more information on my role at Girls Now see Appendix A.6
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1. No Boys Allowed – Girls Now is for Girls ONLY 
2. Keep it CUTE or Keep it on MUTE 
3. What Happens in Girls Now, STAYS in Girls Now 

No Boys Allowed – Girls Now is for Girls ONLY 

 No Boys were allowed in Girls Now, but Luz had to pick up her 8-year-old 

brother Tommy from school and often brought him along to the Teen Program. I asked 

the group if it was OK for Tommy to hang out. They all voted to let him participate, as 

long as our conversations were not too serious. I usually gave him some markers 

and scrap paper and he happily colored or did his math homework while the girls 

participated in Girls Now activities. When the girls wanted to discuss serious topics, 

such as depression, reproductive health, or problems in school, Tommy was sent away to 

the Art Room for the puppet-making class. Sometimes, in the middle of Girls Now 

discussions, Luz would begin to talk, glare down at her brother, and say: “Tommy needs 

to go” and Alemania would happily escort him upstairs to another Teen Program activity. 

 When Mr. Antonio interrupted our meetings, or popped into the computer lab, it 

was temporary, and he always knocked first. If there was a scheduled interruption, a 

special guest speaker or a site visit, he notified us ahead of time. Many of his 

interruptions were welcome because he often brought leftover food and snacks from the 

Center kitchen. As soon as he overstayed his welcome, the girls jokingly yelled and 

shouted at him to leave. He respected the girls, the space, and the rules of Girls Now. 

Keep it CUTE or Keep it on MUTE 

 The girls all agreed: “If you don’t have something nice to say, don’t say it at all.” 

This group had a vibrant and clever sense of humor, but they were rarely rude or 
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disrespectful to one another. The girls often laughed together, even in moments of stress 

and sadness. I am unsure how much of the humor used by the girls was directly related to 

my presence and personality with youth; I am quite outgoing and I enjoy having fun and 

making young people laugh. Thankfully, I found using my sense of humor helped the 

girls to see me as a trusted adult. 

What Happens in Girls Now, STAYS in Girls Now 

 Oftentimes, the girls wanted to talk about personal issues with Ms. Ana. This rule 

was established to develop and maintain a space of openness and trust. Entrance into the 

field was more than just finding a research site and recruiting participants – I also had to 

build rapport with Alemania, Ashanti, Jazzy, Jomayra, Yareliz, and Luz. I respected the 

“What Happens in Girls Now” rule by being friendly and honest with the girls. I led 

many ice breaker activities including a “Marshmallow Challenge” in which girls had to 

create a sculpture using only marshmallows, dried spaghetti, and two pieces of tape. We 

also had long discussions, played games, celebrated birthdays, and shared stories with 

one another. The girls quickly saw me as a researcher that understood and respected the 

rules of Girls Now. 
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Chapter 3: The Game 

  

 This chapter explores another aspect of the Girls Now program – the Play Now 

digital badge game. I first describe the history of serious games and digital badges. Next I 

outline the curricular goals of the Play Now game and how it connects to the broader 

programmatic goals of Girls Now. 

*** 

Serious Games and Digital Badges 

 In 2002, a movement was organized to encourage development of a new genre of 

video game, called the “Serious Games Initiative” (SGI). The organization has grown 

steadily over the past decade and launched “Serious Games Interactive” a corporation 

that uses “[g]ame technology & design to develop user experiences that engage, educate 

and entertain”.  The goals of the new SGI include the use of digital games to brand and 7

market products, educate children, and supplement workforce training. Hundreds of 

serious games support “[g]ame-based learning [that] forces the user to take an active 

approach to learning with rapid feedback and clear consequences leading to higher 

engagement and improved learning”. Other organizations that focus on educational 

games are Games for Life, Games in Education, and Meaningful Play – an annual 

conference for researchers and developers to share educational games and other online 

resources. Kurt Squire has written extensively on the educational potential of commercial 

video games, and the use of commercial games in educational contexts (2003).  Lemke 

  www.seriousgames.net.7
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(2005), and later Hung (2009, 2011), explore the “meaning-making” social practices of 

video gaming. Gee (2007), discusses how video games can teach students about language 

and literacy and Stevens et al. (2008), encourages ethnographers to study video games in 

social settings to see how children learn from each other: 

[Video games] are good learning environments, not primarily because the game’s 
design embodies good learning principles…rather we see the reason that games, 
or more specifically collaborative interactions around video game play are good 
learning environments is that ‘in-room’ interaction provides opportunities for 
sociality, joint projects, and empowerment through sharing one’s knowledge and 
seeing it used for concrete success by others. Since this interaction occurs 
primarily without adult guidance or direction, it may be that the kid-organized 
and kid-managed aspects of these contexts - for kids of this preteen and early 
teen age - make them powerful learning contexts (2008:53). 

 These learning contexts are valuable for researchers to understand the online 

practices of youth in various settings, not only with commercial video games, but also 

with serious educational games. 

 Stemming from the Serious Games Interactive (SGI) model, is a new format of 

educational game known as digital badges or badge-based software systems.  According 8

to the Humanities, Arts, Science, and Technology Alliance and Collaboratory (HASTAC) 

website: 

The world is changing fast and today, more than ever, traditional modes of 
assessment fail to capture the learning that happens everywhere and at every age. 
Digital badges are a powerful new tool for identifying and validating the rich 
array of people’s skills, knowledge, accomplishments, and competencies. Digital 
badges inspire new pathways to learning and connect learners to opportunities, 
resources, and one another.  9

  Grant and Shawgo (2013), compiled a comprehensive list of peer-reviewed journal entries, online 8

posts and blogs, as well as a review of books related to the study and design of digital badges.

  http://www.hastac.org/digital-badges.9
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 In February 2012, The MacArthur Foundation announced winners for the 4th 

annual Digital Media and Learning (DML) Competition, based on the theme: “Badges for 

Lifelong Learning”. The DML competition, with financial assistance from the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation, and partnerships with Mozilla, HASTAC, Duke University, 

and the University of California Humanities Research Institute, awarded two million 

dollars in grant funding to thirty organizations to develop digital badge systems.  The 10

MacArthur Foundation DML press release stated: 

A badge is a validated indicator of accomplishment, skill, quality or interest that 
can be earned in any of these learning environments. Badges can support 
learning, validate education, help build reputation, and confirm the acquisition of 
knowledge. They can signal traditional academic attainment or the acquisition of 
skills such as collaboration, teamwork, leadership, and other 21st century skills.  11

 Digital badges also have a strong political following, according to a press release 

on the United States Department of Education website from September 2011, United 

States Secretary of Education Arne Duncan stated: 

Badges can help engage students in learning, and broaden the avenues for 
learners of all ages to acquire and demonstrate – as well as document and display 
– their skills. [Badges can] propel a quantum leap forward in education reform 
[and can] more accurately measure competency [and] can help account for 
formal and informal learning in a variety of settings…whether the environments 
are physical or online, and whether learning takes place in schools, colleges or 
adult education centers, or in afterschool, workplace, military or community 
settings.  12

  For a preliminary report of DML outcomes see Appendix C.10

  http://www.hastac.org/dml-competitions/4.11

  http://www.ed.gov/news/speeches/digital-badges-learning.12
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 Play Now  is the name of the San Francisco-based nonprofit software company 13

hired by the LMNC to create the Girls Now digital badge game. I met with the CEOs of 

Play Now, Jim and Jeremy, on several occasions and they have been warm, friendly, and 

supportive of my research. They stated that Play Now is dedicated to bringing high-

quality online educational experiences to schools, community colleges, and after-school 

programs. They explained that Play Now software creates a social network that engages 

players, mentors, online tools, and experiences to create mission-based digital badge 

games. According to the website: 

Play Now is a nonprofit organization dedicated to creating a community of active 
learners who play games that change the world. The games are fun to play, yet 
educationally rigorous. We believe that we best learn through play. It is most fun 
to play with others. And with others, we can change the world. Therefore, the 
mission of Play Now is: Play. Connect. Transform. Play Now’s primary effort is 
in getting kids AWAY from screens, out into the real world, doing authentic 
behaviors that have a lasting effect. We call it, ‘Playing for real’. 

Goals of the Play Now Digital Badge Game 

 During informal Center Meetings, as well as outside Girls Now program time, 

participants were invited to play the Play Now digital badge game. Girls Now and 

Play Now designed the game to align with the Girls Now empowerment curriculum. The 

digital badge software in this research had specific goals it wanted to address and 

stakeholders had a clear vision of how those goals would be accomplished. I organized 

the goals of the Girls Now game into three categories: 

  The Play Now digital badge software designed for Girls Now did not have an official name. The 13

software was first referred to as “12+” and then later as “13+” (to reflect the age of the girls allowed to play, 
as per the request of Girls Now). Play Now referred to the game as “13+” and used this nomenclature in all 
of their printed materials. The Girls Now staff referred to the software as simply “the game”.
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1. Extend learning beyond Girls Now Center Meetings and serve as a powerful program 
evaluation resource – first through calculating points and badges and second through 
analysis of content created by the players. 

2. Change the lives of adolescent girls in poverty through social networking, 
collaboration, and building a positive community. 

3. Solve problems, change behaviors, and help girls become empowered in the “real 
world”.  

 The following is a transcript from a promotional video  featuring representatives 14

from Girls Now, the LMNC, and Play Now: 

 [Representative from the LMNC #1]: [The partnership between Women Now,  
 LMNC, and Play Now] is to change the lives of adolescent girls in poverty. The  
 game focuses on financial literacy and health issues – with particular focus on  
 keeping at-risk girls enrolled in school and preventing early, unwanted   
 pregnancies. 

[Representative from the LMNC #2]: The game platform is very good in the 
sense that you can design Missions [and] you can create new ways so that people 
can influence a particular behavior. 

[Representative from the LMNC #1]: It’s about focusing on creating networks of 
girls so that they can come together and build their self-confidence, build their 
social capital, and connect them to other support services. [Play Now created] an 
online game that connects girls, that helps change their behavior, provides 
information, encourages them to take different actions, and be more empowered 
in the real world. I think Play Now represents a breakthrough in how we look at 
changing behaviors and getting people to look at problems in new ways.  15

Game Design and Operations 

 Because of the limited financial resources of many nonprofit and educational 

organizations, Play Now created sustainable software, or software that does not rely on  

  http://vimeo.com/45668979.14

  I must step away from this information and add that the goals of the game, and what it says it does 15

is, on many levels, intrinsically problematic. As is the case with most digital badge systems, “behavior 
change” is an oft-cited goal, and digital badges are utilized as knowledge tracking devices/tools. Despite 
these over-arching general goals of digital badge systems, this specific game is problematic in that it seeks 
to change lives of girls, who may or may not want to have their lives changed.
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expensive computer graphics or animations. The Play Now platform could be customized 

and integrated into the curriculum of any program to address various themes and topics, 

but with a basic format, likened to the simple graphic interface of websites such as 

Craigslist and Facebook. Girls Now constituents designed the content, Missions, graphics 

and other components of the Play Now game, and the back-end functionalities were 

coded by Play Now’s team of programmers. 

 Before the game launch, Center Directors invited all Girls Now participants to 

play the game. Their e-mail addresses were entered into the server database via an 

administrator page where player information was grouped according to site. Once 

members received an e-mail inviting them to play the game, they followed a hyperlink to 

the registration page to create a username and password. The next step of the process was 

for members to create profiles. Similar to profile pages of Facebook, MySpace, and other 

social networking platforms, profiles served as the player’s homepage where they could 

introduce themselves to other players on the game. 
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Walk-Through 

 Mission completion was the core component of the game and there were hundreds 

for players to choose from. Mission topics included health, finance, social relationships, 

and self-empowerment. After creating a profile, players were directed to the main 

“Missions” page at the top of the home screen. Missions were organized alphabetically, 

but could also be sorted by score and popularity. 

 Color-coded Mission categories or “Tags” (a Mission sub-category) were created 

by the Girls Now Program Director, who had full administrative access. Once clicked, 
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[Figure 10. Play Now “How it Works”] 
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the player is led to the Mission completion page. The right side of the page displayed the 

full-graphic of the Mission description and requirements. The center of the page 

displayed an enlarged graphic of the Mission icon as well as a Mission description. If the 

Mission was already completed by other players, the icons from their submitted work 

were posted under the large Mission image. There was a text box on the bottom of the 

page for any players or Moderators to make a comment on the Mission. Users with 

administrative access could also edit the content of a Mission by clicking the “Edit 

Mission” tab. Players then clicked the “Sign Up” tab to begin working on the Mission. 

 

 After “Signing Up” for a Mission, players were directed to the “Play” page. Any 

Missions in progress or in need of revision appeared on the left side of the screen. The 

Mission requirements were set in the middle of the screen, along with tabs to upload 

content, communicate with other players, and check the status of a pending Mission. 

Players could also save the Mission if they did not finish the work or wanted to complete 
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[Figure 11. Play Now Missions]
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the task at a later time. Completed, or published, Missions were then sent to the 

administration portion of the site where Girls Now staff moderated content and awarded 

points and/or badges. Before publication, players could elect to make Missions “private” 

or “public”. If the Mission was marked “private” only Moderators, or individuals with 

administrative access, could see the content. All approved Missions, along with written 

work and uploaded images, then appeared under “Accomplishments” featured on their 

profile page. Points were automatically added to the player score once Missions were 

approved. 

Moderation 

 I learned the importance of moderation during the Girls Now game integration 

trainings and from my own experience playing and moderating the game. Individuals 

assigned the Moderator role included the Girls Now Program Director, all five Center 

Directors (myself included), the MSW intern, and the Program Assistant. All Moderators 

appeared on the game by “Ms.” and then her first or last name; with an avatar, or 

digital drawing, as a profile picture. The role of the Moderator was two-fold. First, the 

Moderator acted as the “teacher” or “assessor” of the content produced on the game. 

Second, the Moderator served as a mentor to uphold the “code of ethics” embedded 

within the game, and to keep the players interested in completing Missions. In the “13+ 

Moderation Guidelines” document Play Now stated:  

 When a Moderator fulfills these responsibilities well, she connects with players  
 and empowers the community to succeed. The Moderators play a huge role in the  
 success of the game and the community, with positive encouragement and   
 guidance. 
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 According to Play Now, the role of the Moderator was to “keep the game running 

smoothly” through approving completed Missions, awarding points and badges, creating 

new Missions, and providing feedback on completed Missions. After players uploaded 

the “proof” of Mission completion in the form of text and/or media, the completed 

Mission was sent to the Moderators. After logging on to the game, Moderators clicked the 

“Pending Accomplishments” tab and Missions awaiting approval were listed on a page 

with the most recent completions appearing at the top of the list.  

 Moderators employed a basic “Approve/Revise/Reject” system to award points 

and approve Missions: 

 Approve: Moderators “approve” a Mission if the player completed all Mission  

 requirements through photo, video, audio, or written text. 

 Revise: Moderators could send completed Missions back to the player if she did  

 not meet all requirements. Play Now and Girls Now both agreed that grammar   

 and spelling mistakes were allowed, unless the completed Mission was totally  

 incomprehensible. Players received e-mail notification when Missions needed  

 revision so they could improve and resubmit their work. 

 Reject: Moderators were instructed to reject Missions only in cases of plagiarism,  

 offensive obscenity, deliberate attempts to mislead Moderators, hate speech, or  

 illegal content. 

  

 Mission turnaround and timely moderation was an important factor in the game 

success. According to Play Now, leaving completed Missions pending for over twenty-

four hours “compromised the experience for players because they would feel that their 

work was not being acknowledged”. Play and moderation could happen at any time 
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during the day or evening, so Moderators were instructed to log on frequently to 

supervise and monitor player postings. Play Now believed that moderation needed to be 

constant in order to be effective; if players saw a quick turn around in her Mission 

submission, approval, and points, they would be encouraged to play the game more often. 

Consistency with moderation was also important. Moderators were required to be fair 

when awarding points and badges. Play Now believed that “playing favorites” towards 

certain girls would disrupt player loyalty and discourage others from playing. 

  

  

 Awarding points was another component of moderation. Each Mission had a set 

point value and Moderators awarded points to the player after she submitted the 

completed Mission. Mission point values ranged from 15 – 500 points and Moderators 

could also award bonus points for exceptional work. Badges,  although the namesake of 16

the game genre, were only awarded to approximately twenty percent of all completed 

  For a full list of Play Now badges see Appendix D.16
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[Figure 12. Play Now badges]
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Missions on the Play Now game. Moderators were instructed to limit the number of 

awarded badges to maintain player interest in collecting them. Badges were awarded for 

completing game milestones and each badge had an assigned point value (which was 

added to each player’s total score) and a statement for how the badge was earned. 

 Play Now stated an important aspect of the game was the connection between the 

Moderator and the player, which was established through the “friending” process. 

Making “friends” on the game placed the players and Moderators into a “trust circle” that 

would establish fairness and trust within the game framework. All Moderators were asked 

to play and participate in the game, beyond awarding points and approving Missions. By 

playing the game, Moderators served to “build a code of ethics into the game by being 

positive role models through modeling game conduct on their own pages and profiles”. 

 Moderators were also expected to provide feedback on all completed Missions. 

After “approving” a completed Mission, Moderators were encouraged to include a 

comment in the “Moderator Feedback” box to “add a thoughtful comment and offer 

support and positive feedback to the player”. The Moderator Feedback comments were 

only visible to the player and served as a Mission-based discussion forum. The 

Moderator Feedback comments were separate from the public comments that appeared 

on the bottom of the Mission page. Comments were an easy way for players to 

communicate with each other and for Moderators to make suggestions and give positive 

feedback on the players’ pages. Play Now stated:  
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 Feedback is a hallmark of Play Now games. The feedback may be more important 
 than points or badges – especially when coming from Girls Now staff. Play Now  
 has gotten great results from sincere, positive, and encouraging feedback that cites 
 more links, information, and suggested behaviors. 
  

 The picture below shows a functionality of moderation as a tool to support and 

encourage the girls to play: 

 Overall, moderation was an enjoyable, albeit time-consuming task. 

Approximately three-hundred girls from fifteen Girls Now sites played the game. Some 

evenings, the list of pending Missions was three pages long, filled with dozens of poems, 

prose, and photographs to be carefully read and assessed. The Program Director 

addressed the backlog of pending Missions by assigning all Center Directors a 

moderation schedule. Each Center Director was required to moderate the game for one 

hour each week. I volunteered to Moderate for five hours per week. I did not Moderate 

any of the Missions completed by the girls in my research cohort, so Ms. Ana (the Girls 

Now MSW intern) and the Girls Now Program Director did the bulk of the moderation 

including awarding badges and providing Moderator Feedback. 
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Chapter 4: The Girls 
  

 This chapter introduces the girls and adults who participated in this research. I 

present each of the girls through a screen-shot of her profile page on the Play Now game 

and  provide a brief description of each girl and how they were introduced to Girls Now 

at the Teen Program. 

 Alemania was the first girl recruited by Mr. Antonio to participate in Girls Now 

during the 2012 – 2013 program year. She brought her friends Jomayra and Ashanti to 

Girls Now because they all attended the school located behind the Center. She is 12 years 

old, in seventh grade, and identifies as Dominican. Alemania has medium-toned olive 

skin and waist-length hair that she wears smoothed and straightened in a high ponytail. 

She has a soft, slightly husky voice, and was talkative, sometimes without stopping to 

take a breath. She was friendly, helpful, and loved to laugh. Ms. Ana appointed her the 

job of “Center Manager” to act as a liaison to relay text messages to Mr. Antonio. She 
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was responsible for organizing and transporting supplies to the Hobby Room and 

communicating with the other girls. She was also tasked with coordinating and 

confirming the booking of the computer lab and running errands. She was candid about 

her struggles with school and told me she usually received low “C’s” in math and 

English. Her mother often threatened to remove her from the Teen Program. However, 

because her mother worked nights and her father was left in charge in the afternoon, she 

told her father she was going to the Teen Program for tutoring and he allowed her to 

attend. 

 

  

 Ashanti is best friends with Alemania and is also 12 years old and in seventh 

grade. She identifies as half Puerto Rican and half African American. She has a small 

frame, cocoa colored skin, and long black hair. She is full of energy, and enjoys laughing, 

singing, dancing, and dreams of auditioning for the popular reality show “The X-Factor”. 

She often wears One Direction  clothing and accessories – especially her favorite purple 17

  One Direction (or 1D) is a popular UK-based musical group.17
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[Figure 15. Ashanti’s Play Now profile]
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stocking cap. She is a passionate “Directioner”  and we became close early on due to our 18

mutual affection for Zayn – one of the members of the group. Ashanti splits her time 

living with her mother in the Bronx and her father in Inwood. Ashanti’s attendance was 

sporadic towards the end of the research. Her mother temporarily removed her from the 

Teen Program because of low grades in math. 

  

 

 Jazmin (called Jazzy by the girls) came to the Girls Now program later than the 

rest of the girls. She did not participate during the first two months of Girls Now, but 

started attending regularly after the December game introduction. She is 11 years old and 

in the 4th grade – after being left behind twice because of “reading problems”. She has 

medium bronze skin and wears her orange dip-dyed hair in a high ponytail on top of her 

head. She identifies as Dominican and lives with her grandmother, grandfather, older 

brother, and mother in Inwood. She has deep dimples and an infectious giggle. She is 

quite tech-savvy which was confirmed when she introduced me to the latest games and 

  One Direction fans call themselves “Directioners”.18
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[Figure 16. Jazmin’s Play Now profile]
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apps: “Duh Ms. Sarah, you don’t know how to play Minecraft?” she once asked. Jazzy 

helped the girls many times when they had problems with the game and showed them 

how to upload pictures and create profiles. She helped me set up the cameras and audio 

equipment for my computer lab observations and was in charge of leveling the tripods 

and connecting the cameras. 

 

 

  

 

 Jomayra is also 12 years old, in seventh grade, and identifies as Dominican. She 

has olive skin, wears black plastic framed glasses, and has long waist-length black hair 

that she wore in various styles. She has a kind, strict, and protective mother, younger 

sister, and a rabbit named Milky. She had cheerleading practice most days of the week, so 

she came to the Girls Now program fifteen minutes later than the other girls. She is on the 

honor roll and even attends college prep classes on Saturday mornings. She loves One 

Direction, especially Niall. I observed her scream and burst into tears (more than once) 

while watching music videos or seeing pictures of One Direction. She has a competitive 

spirit and earned the highest score on the game among the girls at the Teen Program. 
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 Luz is 14 years old, identifies as Dominican, and is a ninth grader at a well-known 

college-prep charter high school in Harlem. Luz first came to Girls Now when Mr. 

Antonio found her roaming the halls waiting for an evening capoeira class to begin. She 

begrudgingly attended the class every Tuesday and Thursday with her 8-year-old brother, 

Tommy. She lives in the Bronx with her mother, father, Tommy, and a college-aged older 

brother. She has huge dark eyes and wore black plastic glasses. Her hair is long, nearly to 

her hips, which she styled in a waist length braid or in a bun on top of her head. Around 

the other (younger) girls in the Hobby Room, she barely looked up from her iPhone 

(when it was not taken away by her parents) or listened to their conversations with 

passive indifference. Girls Now ended at 7:00 p.m., and Luz had an hour before the 8:00 

capoeira class, so Ms. Ana and I had a designated Girls Now “after hours” session 

dedicated to Luz so she could talk about her social and personal life away from the other 

girls. 
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[Figure 18. Luz’s Play Now profile]
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 Yareliz is 12 years old, Dominican, and in seventh grade at a small charter school 

in Inwood. Yareliz has a vibrant personality; she is sarcastic, sassy, and very funny. She 

has a small thin frame, bronze skin, and long hair she wore smoothed and in a low 

ponytail. She also wears black framed glasses that tint blue in the sun. Unlike the other 

girls, Yareliz was not excited to participate in the study, but she enjoyed hanging out with 

the other girls in the lab. While in the lab she usually positioned herself behind the 

cameras and out of view, but would often walk over to speak to the other girls, or shout 

across the room. She rarely played the game in the lab, preferring to play around on 

Facebook or watch comedy videos on YouTube. 

The Adults 

 Ana and Catherine were both Master of Social Work (MSW) students at 

Columbia School of Social Work. Both were friendly and kind, and had positive rapport 

with the girls. 
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 Ana is 26 years old (called Ms. Ana by the girls) identified as Greek and racially 

white. She has long dark hair that she wore pulled up into a messy bun. She has a slim, 

willowy frame and warm brown eyes. She is kind, friendly, and has a particular fondness 

for Jazzy. In summer 2012, she began her two-semester internship at Girls Now to fulfill 

a requirement at the Columbia School of Social Work. She came to the Center on 

Thursdays to lead Girls Now workshops and also supervised the girls in the computer lab. 

She was trained in all Girls Now curriculum and moderation procedures. She is fully 

bilingual in English and Spanish and often helped me translate English to Spanish for 

parents. 

 Catherine (called Ms. Catherine by the girls) was an intern at the Center and was 

in her first year of social work school. Ms. Catherine is 24 years old, racially white with 

long red hair and freckles. Mr. Antonio introduced me to Ms. Catherine in mid-October 

when the program started. He was required to place an MSW intern at the Center and he 

thought Girls Now would be a good experience for her. From October through December, 
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Ms. Catherine spent Tuesdays with us in the Hobby Room. She only appears in this 

research briefly because was on winter break for the majority of the in-lab observations. 

Other Participants 

 A few other girls came to the site. The teens I observed and mentored during my 

Phase 1 volunteer program year attended sporadically until the winter break (two showed 

up unexpectedly during one observation). A few other girls came and went, but the final 

core of six participants was established in early December. One other Girls Now 

participant, Bella, created a profile on the game midway through my observations. She 

only came to the lab twice during my research and did not submit IRB approval. 

Therefore, what she produced on the game, and her interactions in the lab will not be 

included in this research. 

 Tommy, Luz’s little brother, also appears in this research. He participated in the 

computer lab observations but I did my best to hide him from the cameras. However, 

there are several moments when he bounced in and out of interactions with the girls and 

their computers.  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Chapter 5: The Fangirls  

  
 Alemania: Ms. Sarah, you are writing a book about One Direction? 
 Researcher: Well, I’m writing about you girls playing the game. But you do like  
 One Direction. 
 Jazzy: I would definitely buy that book. 

 

 In April 2013, two months after the game officially ended, I was asked by the 

Girls Now Program Director to collect game data by taking screen-shots of every 

completed Mission and organizing them by site. The Program Director instructed me to 

omit Missions that included writing, images, or information about One Direction, 

Justin Bieber, Chris Brown, or any other celebrity crushes. The Program Director stated 

that these Missions were not necessary to include in the final report to the LMNC and 

other program stakeholders as they did not reflect the goals of the game and anticipated 

outcomes. Because of this requested omission, I immediately began to organize my 

findings based on these forbidden topics. 
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[Figure 21. Jomayra’s “Who Is Your Favorite 1D 
Member?” Mission]
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*** 

 The next two chapters discuss the importance of the boy band One Direction in 

the lives of Alemania, Ashanti, Jomayra, and Jazzy. I first explore the history of the UK-

based group and how they rose to fame in the United States. Next I describe the boy band 

fangirling  practices that I observed during this research. I then describe the first day the 1

girls were introduced to the Play Now game and the first time they come together to play 

in the computer lab. The group knew the serious nature of the game, but they find a way 

to make the transition from performing the serious aspects to the game to the more 

playful fangirling practices. In these chapters I provide four examples from four different 

observations that confirm Hung’s statement “the procedures that players follow…are not 

the same as the procedures that game designers expect them to follow” (2009:64). In 

other words, what the program stakeholders expected – wasn’t really what happened 

when the girls played the game. With my previous experience observing youth playing 

video games, I knew that the girls would very likely do something else, unintended or 

unimagined by the game designers.  

 This chapter highlights how the girls used the game to support and create an 

improvised world around their social practices of fangirling. Specifically I show how the 

girls played with the boundaries of the game and reconfigured the content to suit their 

own needs and desires. While the girls performed what stakeholders expected on the 

game, they also allowed their own content (the boy band One Direction) to become an 

  The term “fangirling” is often critiqued for gender bias. I acknowledge this issue and emphasize it 1

as a term used by the participants. 
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important artifact and motivation to play. The girls knew Girls Now was serious. They 

knew the game was serious too. But their love of One Direction was also very serious. 

One Direction 

 In early 2012 when I volunteered at Girls Now, I overheard Felicita, a Dominican 

8th grader, attempting to speak English with a British accent. I inquired about her efforts 

to speak “British” and she confessed to me that she “broke up with” her crush teen 

idol Justin Bieber, for the lead singer of One Direction, Harry Styles. The following day, I 

searched for Harry Styles on YouTube, and saw the video for “What Makes you 

Beautiful” the hit song from One Direction’s debut album “Up All Night”. I watched in 

awe as the group lip-synced romantic lyrics, goofed off, and mugged for the camera. The 

song was infectious sugarcoated bubblegum pop music – I was hooked. 

 One Direction was formed in 2011 by British X-Factor executive producer and 

judge, Simon Cowell (known in the United States as a former American Idol judge). The 

X-Factor is a reality-based singing competition in which musicians compete and perform 

songs to win a deal with Cowell’s Syco record label and a prize package worth £1 

million. Harry Styles, Liam Payne, Louis Tomlinson, Niall Horan, and Zayn Malik 

auditioned for the seventh season of the British X-Factor as solo musical acts, but were 

grouped together by Cowell to be part of his team in the competition. Their team, named 

One Direction, fared well in the competition but finished in third place after a 

controversial elimination. The group was invited to perform in the X-Factor live tour of 

the United Kingdom and soon became pop superstars. Cowell signed them to his Syco 

record label, and virtually overnight, they became a worldwide phenomena. One 
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Direction became popular in the United States the following year, and after selling out 

Madison Square Garden in New York City, the group not only became a European pop 

culture zeitgeist, but also infiltrated and dominated the coveted American music market. 

One Direction rose to prominence not only through exhaustive touring and music sales, 

but also through a robust presence on popular social media outlets. Their first single 

“What Makes You Beautiful” has 561,171,144 views on YouTube (As of October 6, 

2014) and their Instagram account has over 7 million followers. Harry Styles, arguably 

the most popular member of the band, has over 22.5 million Twitter followers.  

Fangirling: Geeking Out Reconfigured 

Excuse me before I start fangirling ‘til the point where I faint and I have to go to 
the hospital. 
- Ashanti 

 I learned the process of becoming a proper 1D fangirl from Ashanti, Alemania, 

Jomayra, and Jazzy. They told me the first step begins with the declaration of being a 

Directioner. Fangirls must be able to state why they love 1D as a group and why they 

love their music. Directioners should also choose one of the members as their favorite. 

When I declared that Zayn Malik was my favorite member I was embraced by other 

Directioners. Zayn fans (especially on the game) were drawn to my affinity – mostly with 

curiosity, but also with mutual affection. Claiming to be a Zayn fan gave me access to 

conversations with the girls I wouldn’t have otherwise had. Because of this, Zayn fans 

and the other girls recognized me as a Directioner, someone they could trust, and 

someone who understood what their music meant to them. 
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 Another facet of being a Directioner is to openly display affinity for the group. 

The four Directioners at the Teen Program wore t-shirts, hats, buttons, carried key chains, 

phone cases, and collected an assortment of physical object related to 1D. If they did not 

have actual 1D merchandise, they would wear something related to the United Kingdom 

such as a British flag t-shirt (or an Irish flag if she is a Niall fan), or say words like chips 

instead of French fries, and crisps instead of potato chips. Holland, et al. discuss the 

importance of artifacts as “psychological tools” that provide an avenue to “evoke” 

figured worlds (1998:60). Similar to the use of a poker chip to signify sobriety milestones 

on Alcoholics Anonymous, One Direction merchandise and imagery evoked strong 

emotions in the girls. Through the social practice of fangirling, the participants learn to 

ascribe meanings to these artifacts, including objects (clothing), adornment (painted 

fingernails), events (the latest music video) and discourses (the latest trivia 

and gossip). 
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[Figure 22. Researcher fangirling with Ashanti and another  
Girls Now participant on the game] 
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 Ashanti, Alemania, Jomayra, and Jazzy did not keep their Directioner status 

private; fangirling is a social practice that must be shared with others. They used their 

phones to download digital pictures and share images on social networking programs and 

websites such as Instagram and Tumblr. Ashanti has an Instagram account dedicated to 

Zayn with over 3,000 followers and Alemania frequently searched Tumblr sites and 

Google Images for pics from the latest One Direction photo shoots. With the lure of free 

Internet access, the girls took advantage of their time in the lab to watch and listen to the 

latest 1D music videos on the websites YouTube and Vimeo.  

 Although One Direction does not have choreographed dances like their 

predecessors ‘NSYNC, the New Kids on the Block, or the Jackson 5, the girls still 

learned dance moves for many of the songs. I recall the evening of our holiday party in 

December 2012, when I set up my Nintendo Wii in the Hobby Room. I brought a video 

game that I knew the girls loved, Just Dance 4. Just Dance is a rhythm-based movement 

game in which players hold a Wii controller, dance, and move their bodies along with 

animated dancers on the screen. Ashanti had the game Just Dance 4 at home and knew all 
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Niall on Google Images]
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of the corresponding dance moves to the entire 1D song “What Makes You Beautiful.” 

She performed the song without looking at the screen for the movement instructions (and 

beat me, an experienced player, by over 100 points). The other girls danced along behind 

us and teased me for not winning the game. 

 

 “Geeking out” is an analytic category that describes when young people engage 

deeply (deep play) with digital technologies, specifically video games (Ito et al. 2010). 

The girls in my research geeked out when playing the game, but in a new way, through 

online fangirling.  I knew One Direction was important to many of the girls in this 2

research and I used this information to spark discussions about their lives, loves, and 

passions.  Talking about 1D and claiming to be a fan was an important practice I used to 3

build trust and rapport with the girls. I found talking about 1D (only to Directioners, of 

course) would help me establish closer relationships. There were endless topics that could 

  Ksenia Korobkova is the leading researcher in boy band fangirling and focuses primarily on youth 2

engaging with online One Direction fan fiction sites. Fan fiction includes online fan-produced fictional 
stories of famous musicians, actors, or characters. Korobkova’s work is valuable in this context because she 
explores online fandom practices and demonstrates that what youth produce in online spaces is worthy of 
future ethnographic research.

  This also allowed me to revisit my pre-teen obsession with the New Kids on the Block.3
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[Figure 24. Jomayra, Alemania, and Ashanti  
sing the One Direction song “Kiss You”]
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be discussed with One Direction as the starting point: geography of the United Kingdom, 

each member’s favorite food, Harry’s middle name, birth dates, etc. Fans of 1D really 

like to talk about 1D, and most importantly for purposes of this research, they like to 

teach others about 1D. 

Example I. The First Day 

 The following examples show how the girls reconfigured the Play Now game into 

a One Direction fan site. Jomayra, who is trying to play the game seriously, follow the 

rules, and do the work of the game, is disrupted by Alemania and Ashanti searching for 

pictures of Zayn. Ms. Ana, the Girls Now social worker, interrupts the girls and instructs 

them to play the game seriously. I show how the Directioners pivot from the serious work 

of the game, to the serious work of fangirling. In the final segment, Jazzy transforms the 

game by creating a specific Mission for the girls to openly practice fangirling on the 

game. She is criticized by Yareliz for her “obsession” with 1D while Alemania and Ms. 

Ana offer their support. 

*** 

January 3, 2013 
  
 The first day of observation is also the first day back from holiday break. I 

brought fresh cheese from my Christmas trip to Wisconsin as our afternoon snack. I 

wrote a note on the Hobby Room whiteboard to remind the girls to meet in the computer 

lab. I also sent Alemania a text message so she could relay the information to Jomayra 

and Ashanti. Earlier that afternoon, Luz sent me a text message stating that she had the 
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flu and was unable to attend the program. Yareliz was in the Dominican Republic for the 

winter break. 

 Jazzy is the first to arrive. She is early and I ask her to help me set up my cameras 

and DVR. She gobbles up cheese as she helps me balance the camera on the tripod. Once 

the equipment was set, Jazzy chooses a seat nearest the window. Ms. Ana sits beside her 

as she logs on to the game and creates a profile with ease. I observe Jazzy take a 

“selfie” (a self-portrait) using the computer web cam, and upload the photo onto her 

profile. Jazzy already completed the “Celebrity Crush” Mission before the other girls 

entered the lab. Alemania and Ashanti arrive together, and are loud and excited. I give 

them both hugs and they show off the new outfits they received as Christmas presents. 

Alemania poses in her new pink and turquoise Jordans. I comment that they are “fierce”.  

Both girls toss their jackets and book bags onto the windowsill and sit at computer 

workstations. They log on to the game immediately and without instruction. 

 Jomayra arrives fifteen minutes later. She is excited because she was “up in the 

air” for the first time during cheerleading practice. (The following week the girls 

demonstrated a similar cheerleading lift in the Hobby Room, and Jazzy fell into a garbage 

can). Without prompting, she sits next to Ashanti, logs on to the game, and quietly sets up 

her profile. She chooses a Mission about healthy food and begins to write about how to 

make her favorite food (soup) healthier by adding fresh vegetables. I am seated on the 

windowsill, adjusting the cameras, and taking field notes. As Jomayra begins to type her 

Mission, she asks me a series of questions about healthy food and how to translate the 

word perejil (Spanish for parsley) into English. 
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 Once the girls are settled and clicking around on the computers, Ms. Ana 

encourages Alemania and Ashanti to make a profile and upload a picture. Ashanti and 

Alemania are confused and immediately ask for help. Ms. Ana asks Jazzy to help them, 

and she walks over to their side of the room and stands between Ashanti and Alemania. 

Jazzy shows them both how to accept “friend requests” and how to upload a profile pic. 

Jazzy also shows them how to use the web camera mounted on the top of the computer 

screen, to take a profile picture. Ashanti soon discovers her camera does not work (and I 

scramble to troubleshoot the problem). Alemania logs on to her Facebook account to find 

a picture to use as her game profile. “Now what?” she asks Jazzy “How do I get this onto 

my profile?” Jazzy shows her how to save the pic on to her desktop. 
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[Figure 25. From left: Jomayra types a Mission about 
healthy food. Jazzy explains to Ashanti how to upload a 

picture while Alemania watches]
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 Ashanti, however, is not having much success finding a profile picture. She does 

not remember her Facebook password and she does not have any selfies online (aside 

from her Instagram account, which could only be accessed on her phone). To remedy the 

situation, Ashanti clicks on the Google search bar, and performs a Google Images search 

for a picture to upload. Alemania abandons her Facebook search to look at Ashanti’s 

computer screen. As Jazzy coaches her through the picture upload process, the following 

disruption occurs: 
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0:18:46.3 

Jazzy [to Ashanti] Click on images 

Ashanti [Types “Zayn” in Google Images search bar and gasps] 

Alemania [Looks over at screen and screams] 

Ashanti Ms. Sarah!  

Researcher What?  

Alemania You better  

Ashanti Come here!  

Alemania Look at this! 

Jomayra [Looks over at Ashanti’s screen and gasps] 

Jazzy/Alemania [Laughing] 

Jomayra [Screams] Oh My GOSH OH MY GOSH AHH AHH!
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 In this interaction, Jomayra tries to perform the game seriously and is quickly 

disrupted by her fangirling friends. Jomayra does the work of the game, but then shifts to 

the work of being a fangirl. Ashanti continues to browse the Google Images page of Zayn 

pictures. Ms. Ana is seated behind Ashanti and Jazzy: 

 In this interaction, Ashanti tries to upload a picture of Zayn as her profile pic. Ms. 

Ana disrupts the process and tells Ashanti her profile pic needed to be a self-portrait, not 

a picture of Zayn. As Mehan states, classroom lessons, and other educational activities 

are constantly interrupted (1979:82). The girls in the lab are expected to do the work of 

the game, but instead have their own agenda and use game as a site for fangirling. Ms. 
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0:19:41.1 

Ms. Ana [to Ashanti] Are you going to upload one of those  
 photos for your Mission? 

Ashanti [to Jazzy] Oh I like this one... OK 

Ms. Ana [to Jazzy] Is she uploading one onto her Mission? 

Jazzy No this is for um… her 

Ashanti My profile pic 

Ms. Ana No you can’t have a picture of him as your profile pic 

Ashanti [Spins around to face Ms. Ana and pouts] Why? 

Ms. Ana You gotta have you 

Alemania I’m about to go on Facebook 

Ashanti I don’t…I can’t because ah…The only pictures I 
 have of myself are on Instagram
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Ana deploys an “improvisational strategy” (1979:83), to deal with the potential trouble of 

Ashanti not taking the game seriously. She redirects Ashanti to find a picture of herself, 

and not her favorite 1D member. Ms. Ana does her best “recovery work of disruption”  

(Garfinkel 1967), to get the game and the space of the lab back “in order.” As a Girls 

Now intern and a Moderator, Ms. Ana’s role was to “uphold the integrity of the game” 

and repair the disruption caused by the Zayn picture. Ashanti reacts to Ms. Ana’s gate 

keeping with a pout, and a series of excuses (all of which were legitimate). Ashanti 

abandons the profile, and instead choses to work on Missions. 

 Patricia G. Lange and Mizuko Ito (2010), describe the construction of an online 

profile as “blurring the boundary between personal communication and creative 

production” (2010:255). Through making profiles, teens engage in the creation and 

expression of personal identities (2010:256). Lange and Ito label the production of 

profiles under the general term “messing around” (2010:261), and the development of 

visual and media literacy “driven by their desire to participate in friendship-driven 

practices” (2010:261). Ashanti and Jazzy are messing around with the game 

functionalities. Knowing the serious nature of the game content, and the serious nature of 

the Girls Now program, Ashanti opted to make her profile page, the first identifying 

marker of her presence on the game, one that reflected her status as a 1D fangirl.  
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Example II. Jazzy Creates the 1D Mission 
January 10, 2013 

  

  

 According to Play Now, part of the game’s appeal was the ability for players to 

create their own Missions and participate in content creation. Play Now believed that 

allowing players to create game content, not just earn points, enabled the girls to “take 

ownership” of the game. They believed it would enhance the overall experience of game 

play and motivate the girls to complete more Missions. 

 The Mission “Who is Your Favorite 1D Member?” was created by Jazzy the 

following week. After getting their packets of fruit snacks and tossing their belongings on 

the windowsill, the girls settle into their computer stations. Yareliz sits to the right of 

Jazzy, logs on to YouTube and watches sketches from the comedy show Mad TV. Jazzy 

logs on to the game, and opens her profile page. She sees her Mission and gasps: 
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[Figure 26. “Who Is Your Favorite 1D Member?” Mission] 
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[Figure 27. Jazzy (left) shows Ms. Ana the “Who Is Your 
Favorite 1D Member?” Mission. Yareliz is seated to the right]

0:02:24.0 

Jazzy      Yay they accepted it! [Leans back from her   
       computer and faces Ms. Ana] 
  
Alemania      [Turns and stretches to see Jazzy’s screen] What? 

Jazzy They accepted my Mission request! 

Alemania [Read Jazzy’s screen and claps] 

Ms. Ana What is that? 

Jazzy [Gasps] I made one 

Ms. Ana Yeah! Which one? 

Alemania [Reads the screen over Jazzy’s shoulder] Who is your 
 favorite 1D member? 
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Yareliz responds to the commotion: 

 Following Jazzy’s discovery, Yareliz criticizes the Mission telling the girls they 

are “obsessed” with One Direction. Alemania proudly exclaimed “Niall” was her favorite 

1D member. Yareliz snapped back and told Alemania that she “can’t have favorites”. 

Alemania retorted that she did have a favorite and turned around to face her computer 

screen. Alemania verified her “Directioner” status through the social practice of claiming 

a favorite, and then following with singing “you can’t go to bed, without a cup of tea” a 

lyric from the One Direction song “Little Things”. 
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Yareliz Y’ah are just obsessed 

Alemania Niall 

Yareliz [to Alemania] You can’t have favorites  

Alemania [to Yareliz] Well, I have a favorite  

Researcher [to Jazzy] And what is it? 

Jazzy It’s about who’s your favorite One Direction  
 member 

Research That’s a good idea 

Jazzy [Gasps] Ah! 

Ms. Ana [Reads Jazzy’s screen] Mission created by [sings]  
 Jazzy! That’s awesome 

Alemania [Sings a lyric from the One Direction song “Little  
 Things”] You can’t go to bed, without a cup of tea
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 This interaction shows exactly what the game makers wanted the girls to do while 

playing: take ownership of the game. Jazzy made a Mission that became popular – not 

only with the girls at the Teen Program, but for all of the Directioners in Girls Now. Jazzy 

knew which kind of Mission would be popular, and created a Mission for her friends and 

fellow fangirls. She indeed took ownership of the game and showed that the game 

designers and the Girls Now Center Directors were not the only experts in creating game 

content. Jazzy transformed the game, and through this transformation the roles of the 

adults and Moderators also transformed. Ms. Ana transformed from a gatekeeper to 

prevent certain fangirling practices, to a full supporter of fangirling. 

Chapter Summary 

 In this chapter, I demonstrated how the girls played the game in ways unexpected 

by the program stakeholders. I use the concept “geeking out” but reconfigured through 

the social practices of fangirling. These were moments when the girls used the 

technology and the space of the computer lab to access, construct, and navigate a new 

figured world. They manipulated, interpreted, and reconfigured the symbols, lyrics, and 

pictures attributed to One Direction and made meaning through these social practices.  

 The next chapter explores how the girls used their love of One Direction to create 

deeper and meaningful experiences both on the game and in the space of the computer 

lab. 
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Chapter 6: The Fangirls Get Serious 
  

 In this chapter we see how the fangirls share and express their love for One 

Direction through the discussion of serious topics in their lives. The game became a 

vehicle for their expression of love and passion for 1D music, and for making sense of 

their own self-confidence and insecurities. 

*** 

 In the first example we see Jomayra is a serious player but she also uses the game 

to meet her fangirling needs by sharing her 1D nail art. She describes, in great detail, her 

motivations for painting her nails and her love for Niall. She teaches me why she loves 

Niall and shares some of the inspirational quotes he shares on his Twitter account and 

how they are meaningful to her.  

 In the next example, Ms. Catherine, the Center social work intern, asks Alemania 

to show her the game. Alemania uses the opportunity, along with Ashanti, not only to 

describe the serious elements of the game, but also to teach Ms. Catherine why 1D was 

important to her. In the final example, Ashanti forgets her password on the game and 

instead fangirls over a music video by Ed Sheeran. While watching his popular music 

video she learns some important lessons about the dangers of drug use and Alemania has 

the opportunity to share her Mission about the dangers of smoking.  
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Example I. Jomayra’s Nails for Niall 
January 10, 2013 

 A few minutes after Alemania discovers Jazzy’s One Direction Mission (as 

detailed in chapter 5), she calls me over to her computer station. She found a special 

Mission completed by Jomayra: 

 Thirteen minutes later, Jomayra enters the lab and sits at a computer station, next 

to Alemania. I walk over to inquire about her One Direction nails: 
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[Figure 28. Jomayra’s “Nail Art” Mission]

0:04:36.2 

Alemania Oh my god, they have One Direction nails [clap hands] 

Researcher [Gasps] Did you do this? 

Alemania No 

Researcher Jomayra did this? Oh my god! You should “like” it 

Alemania [Laughs and claps hands] I know, she does nails
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0:17:08.6 

Researcher [to Jomayra] Your One Direction nails are amazing 

Jomayra It took me three hours. I was like no, ‘cuz I had to go to 
 my [college prep] classes on Saturdays, so I did this 
 [left] hand, and then I just did the bottom coat, and I 
 couldn’t design it yet. So I went with this one hand 
 design and this one didn’t  

Researcher How long would it take you to do my nails?  

Jomayra You know they’re shorter, right? 

Researcher They’re pretty short, yeah 

Jomayra Well it depends what you want, like, do you want a 
 design on it? 

Researcher I don’t know	  

Jomayra [Inaudible] Like, regular nails, like, cuz I do my  
 friend’s nails and it takes me like, five, ten minutes 

Researcher Oh, that’s it? 

Jomayra Cuz on me it’s different because, for me, like, One  
 Direction is something that I like really care about, so 
 like everything have…everything will be perfect 

Researcher Needs to be perfect, yeah 

Jomayra About One Direction so like, like I remember going  
 [turns to her computer] Oh I have a picture! Imma show 
 you my other designs that I do [Looks at her phone and 
 sees a picture of Niall ] Oh my gosh!
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 In this interaction we see how Jomayra choses to express her love for One 

Direction through nail art. Jomayra is a busy girl, she maintains straight “A’s” and 

participates in cheerleading, after-school clubs, the Teen Program, Girls Now, and a 

Saturday college prep program. Yet, she still finds time to painstakingly paint her nails 

to show her love for One Direction. She justifies spending this amount of time because: 

“One Direction is something that I really care about”. The nails serve as a reminder 

about how One Direction helped her to overcome obstacles in her life; she performed 

her first flip in cheerleading and credits One Direction for giving her the motivation and 

confidence to do so. She also speaks of her ability to disregard the negative opinions of 

others and says she didn’t care what other people thought of her love for One Direction.  

After showing me her nails, Jomayra teaches me why she cares so deeply for Niall: 
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0:18:32.6 

Researcher   Wait, show me your pictures Jomayra 

Jomayra   You wanna hear his quote, Ms. Sarah? It’s so cute…wait 
    [looks at phone]. He said [uses her thumb to scroll down 
    on the screen] one moment...Oh I feel so bad for him he 
    says [inaudible] ‘sometimes the girls hug all the boys [in 
    1D] except me. And I just smile, but it hurts inside.’  
    Because he’s Irish, so they leave him out 

Researcher                            Aw 

Jomayra                                Oh, he also said ‘if a man whistles at you, don’t turn             
                                               around, ignore him you’re a lady, not a dog’ 
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 Instead of showing me more pictures of her nail art, Jomayra chooses to teach me 

about Niall. She discusses the importance of One Direction in her life and why Niall was 

so special to her. She recognizes that men can and do mistreat women, and she knows 

what is considered disrespectful behavior. She sees Niall as a sensitive and caring young 

man who treats women with love and respect. 
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Researcher Men [in New York City] don’t really whistle. They just 
 say ‘hey mama!’  

Jomayra They say [whistles]  

Researcher Or I hear pssst pssst 

Jomayra [Reads from phone] OK he wrote, this is so cute. This 
 is a smart one that I thought was like wow that’s really  
 smart, it rhymes. So it says ‘I’d rather play with a  
 paper airplane and be a boy, a little  boy’ 

Researcher OK 

Jomayra ‘Than to play with a girl’s heart and call myself a man’ 

Researcher Wow 

Jomayra That’s what he wrote. ‘Cuz that means like he’d never 
 hurt… a girl. [Spins around in her chair to show  
 Alemania her phone]

[Figure 29. Jomayra reads Niall  
quotes to Researcher]

[Figure 30. Niall Horan quote] 
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Example II. Teaching Ms. Catherine 
January 29, 2013 

 In this interaction, Alemania and Ashanti share the game with Ms. Catherine, the 

Center social work intern. Ms. Catherine returned from her winter break at the end of 

January and asked Alemania to show her how to play the game. 

  

 

 At first, Alemania does not know where to begin. She logs on to the game and 

clicks around while eating a piece of string cheese. Alemania clicks through the Mission 

selection process, while Ms. Catherine asks more specific questions about the game 

operations: 
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[Figure 31. Alemania shows Ms. Catherine the game]

0:06:33.7 

Ms. Catherine   So what are you gonna do today? 

Alemania    Well, I’m gonna look for more Missions. Like for 
     something that’s related to me, like what I can 
     relate to…um you know  

Ms. Catherine   Like what? What do you usually like? 

Alemania    Uh, like leadership, money, maybe if you get 
     bullied…’cuz I was bullied 

Ms. Catherine   So you kinda pick something that you’re  
     interested in. That you’re good at 
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 In this conversation, Alemania reveals her Mission selection process. She choses 

Missions that she could “relate to” or things that matched her interests. Ms. Catherine 

knew about the fangirls and their love for One Direction. She jokingly stated, “I wonder 

why” when Alemania showed her the One Direction Mission she wanted to complete. Ms. 

Catherine recognized that the game was “perfect” for her because it allowed Alemania to 

write about One Direction. This conversation shows that Alemania understood both 

components of the game (the serious and the playful) by teaching Ms. Catherine the 

functionality of how the game operated between these two spaces. Ashanti overhears the 

conversation between Ms. Catherine and Alemania and shares her own reasons for loving 

One Direction: 
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Alemania    Yeah, that I could relate to 

Ms. Catherine   Nice, OK that you can relate to 

Alemania    Yeah like for example I picked [inaudible] see if 
     it’s still there [moves mouse over the Mission 
     entitled “Celebrity Crush”] this one 

Ms. Catherine   I wonder why  

Alemania    Yeah ‘cuz it has Zayn  

Ms. Catherine   Yeah! You love it!
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 This interaction shows not only how the Alemania perceived how the game 

worked but also how she and Ashanti reconfigured the game to meet their needs and 

desires. It shows how the girls created the intersection between their love for One 

Direction and the educational goals of the game. 
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0:07:44.7 

Alemania   I wanna do this one [Mission] ’cuz I’ve been insecure 
    myself before I found out about One Direction 

Ashanti   What about One Direction? 

Alemania   I was insecure before 

Ashanti   Yeah, uh mad girls were insecure before they found One 
    Direction it’s all over Instagram too. You see a bunch of 
    pictures 

Alemania   Because most of their songs are about how 

Alemania/Ashanti  [Simultaneously] Beautiful you are 

Ashanti   So and then there’s a picture that shows that um, like 
    school, like boys, ‘you’re ugly, mirror you’re fat, parents 
    you’re useless. One Direction. I love…I love you and all 
    your little things’. And then it says ‘now you see why I’m 
    a Directioner’. I’m a Directioner just because they’re 
    sweethearts 

Ms. Catherine  So it’s because they make you feel good about yourself 

Alemania   Yeah
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Example III. The A Team 
February 5, 2013 

 Today the computer lab is noisy and full of energy. Yareliz blasts the song “Love 

You like a Love Song” by Selena Gomez from her computer and sings along loudly. She 

finds a pair of headphones in one of the unlocked computer lab cabinets and wears them 

around her neck, rather than on her head. I sit between Tommy and Jomayra, setting him 

up on a computer game while Jomayra shows me pictures of her white bunny, Milky. 

 Alemania logs on to the game and works on a Mission entitled “Smoking Stinks” 

she had started the previous week.  I encouraged her to finish the Mission – which 4

boasted one of the highest point-values on the game, so she could receive the full 400 

points. Today she has other goals in mind – playing around online with Yareliz and 

watching videos from the popular YouTube content creator “danisnotonfire”. 

 While Jomayra is working and the others playing around, Ashanti forgets her 

password and is unable to log on to the game. She tries dozens of combinations of letters 

  Mr. Antonio invited a guest speaker to the Teen Program to give a presentation about the dangers 4

of teenage smoking. Mr. Antonio was a strong supporter of smoking cessation and prevention programs and 
even recruited me to participate in the annual “Kick Butts Day” event in Harlem on March 20, 2013.
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[Figure 32. One Direction fan quote]
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and numbers. 

I offer my help: 

“Did you try Z-A-Y-N-1-2-3? I-L-O-V-E-Z-A-Y-N, or any combination of Zayn 

and One Direction?” I ask. 

“I tried all of those” she says, frustrated. 

Alemania, while working on her Mission, glances at Ashanti’s keyboard as she is 

trying out password combinations. 

She watches as Ashanti types: 

“I know that one [password]” she says and laughs. 

Ashanti continues to type in password combinations, and groans in frustration. 

“How many points do you have?” I ask contemplating if she should just start over 

and create a new user account. 

“Not too many” she replies. 
  
Despite my efforts to help her remember, she remains locked out of the game and instead  

chooses to play around on YouTube. 

 Ten minutes later, Alemania continues to struggle writing the required five 

sentences for the “Smoking Stinks” Mission. I encourage her to finish so she could 

receive the points to boost her score. She becomes distracted by Jazzy’s Google Images 

search of One Direction, and turns around to look at her screen. Jazzy is practicing her 

“British” and attempting to speak in a British accent and Alemania plays along. Her 

Mission is left unfinished as she searches for pictures of Perrie Edwards, (Zayn’s 

girlfriend) from the British pop group Little Mix. Ashanti looks over at Alemania’s screen 

and comments on how beautiful Perrie is. She tells me that she, like Perrie, wanted to 
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audition for X-Factor. Ashanti then searches YouTube for the music video “The A Team”  5

by British pop music artist Ed Sheeran.  6

 Ashanti turns to Alemania, “I wanna show Ms. Sarah this.” Alemania leans in 

closer to see the screen. “Ms. Sarah, come look at this,” Ashanti called from across the 

room. I walk over to her station. Ashanti rests her chin on her hand as the video begins. 

Tommy bounces over and interrupts the beginning of the song, and Ashanti shushes him 

loudly. I give Tommy my headphones (that are too large for his little head) and stand 

behind Ashanti’s screen to watch the music video. While the video plays, Ashanti sings 

along to the lyrics and Alemania glances over to watch: 

  A-Team is a phrase Sheeran uses to describe users of “Class A” drugs in the UK including crack 5

cocaine, heroin, and methadone (among others).

  Ed Sheeran rose to stardom after opening for One Direction during their “Up All Night” world 6

tour. He also co-wrote one of their most popular songs “Little Things.”
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She’s in the Class A Team 
Stuck in her daydream 
Been this way since eighteen  
But lately her face seems  
Slowly sinking, wasting  
Crumbling like pastries 
The worst things in life come free to us 
‘Cause we’re just under the upper hand 
And go mad for a couple grams 
And she don’t want to go outside tonight  
And in a pipe she flies to the Motherland  
Or sells love to another man 
It’s too cold outside 
For angels to fly 
An angel will die 
[“The A Team” song lyrics by Ed Sheeran]
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 The video begins with an image of a young woman staring into the eyes of the 

viewer. Another woman stands over her lifeless body, crying and wringing her hands. The 

video then flashes back and follows the young woman throughout her day begging for 

money, working as a prostitute, then acquiring and smoking an unidentified drug.  The 7

young woman is beautiful, with smudged black eyeliner around her eyes and Ashanti 

comments on how pretty she is. Alemania abandons her Mission completely and is soon 

face-to-face with Ashanti’s computer. At the end of the music video, the girl lies on her 

back staring blankly at the ceiling with her mouth open. We then see a London rooftop 

and another image of the girl is transposed, almost ghost-like, on the bottom quadrant of 

the screen as the picture fades to black.  

 

  Sheeran has stated the song is about heroin addiction but the video depicts the young woman 7

smoking crack cocaine out of a thin glass tube, also known as a crack pipe.
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[Figure 33. Researcher and Alemania (front) watch 
“The A Team” video on Ashanti’s computer] 

[Figure 34. Ed Sheeran’s “The A Team” video]
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 I ask her to rewind the video to watch the scene in which the young woman 

acquires and uses the drug in question: 
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0:14:43.2 

Ashanti     She died, what a shame  

Researcher     That’s a sad song  

Alemania      Um hm 

Researcher      What do you think the song is about? 

Ashanti Drugs  

Alemania And a girl  

Researcher What did she die of?  

Ashanti Smoking 

Researcher Smoking what? 

Ashanti The thing that came in the pipe. She was  
 like [motions how the pipe was used by 
 the actress] 

Researcher What drugs are used like that? 

Ashanti There’s lots of drugs out there. I don’t  
 know, it was a white substance
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 Alemania’s “Smoking Stinks” Mission and her inability to log on to the game 

perhaps triggered Ashanti’s inquiry to explore other dangerous drugs. She uses her free 

time away from the game to show me what she knew about the dangers of drug use 

through a popular music video. Although Ashanti did not participate in Mr. Antonio’s 

tobacco use prevention workshop, she still demonstrated knowledge about the dangers of 

drug use – it wasn’t just watching a video and fangirling over Ed Sheeran. 
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0:14:47.2 

Researcher   Oh, I think I know what it is. It’s probably the most  
    dangerous...well...illegal drug. What’s the most  
    dangerous legal drug? 

Ashanti   Um, I dunno there’s lots of drugs 

Alemania   Tobacco  

Researcher   [Nods head]  

Alemania   Bomb! 

Ashanti   [Jumps in her seat after Alemania’s exclamation] Oh 
    I wasn’t there [for the workshop] 

Researcher   I think it’s crack [in the video] 

Ashanti   There is a video on Vevo that shows teenagers smoking 
    crystal meth 

Researcher   That’s dangerous too 

Ashanti   Now I wanna listen to happy music. Happy music by 
    Little Mix. Dancey music
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 The absence of the game in front of Ashanti, and Alemania abandoning her 

Mission allowed for an important conversation between the girls in which Ashanti has the 

opportunity to question the dangerous results of drug overdose. Ashanti was also thinking 

critically about what the imagery suggested and I used this opportunity to have a deeper 

discussion about drug use. Alemania struggled with typing the “Smoking Stinks” Mission 

but when I asked her a trick question about the most dangerous legal drug (the one about 

which she was writing a Mission) she did not hesitate to provide the correct answer. For 

nearly thirty minutes, Alemania struggled to write five sentences on the game to 

demonstrate her knowledge. When she was faced with a trick question, she answered it 

confidently. She knew it was a common misconception that heroin or prescription drugs 

were the most dangerous drugs, but during the smoking cessation workshop the girls 

learned that legal drugs, tobacco and alcohol kill more people than heroin, cocaine, and 

crystal meth combined. An hour later Alemania published her “Smoking Stinks” Mission: 
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[Figure 35. Alemania’s “Smoking Stinks” Mission]
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Chapter Summary 

 The interactions outlined in this chapter, show how the girls navigated the playful 

world of fangirling and engaged with the serious content of the game at the same time. 

They shared this intimate information on the game, and as a result, transformed the game. 

Jazzy was able to create a Mission and bring One Direction into the game without 

consequence. While watching one of her favorite music videos, Ashanti learns the 

dangers of drug use and Alemania uses the knowledge she acquired during a previous 

workshop, to share what she knew about tobacco.  

 The imagined work of the game was an ill-defined category, and the girls 

certainly took advantage of this flexible boundary. The girls engaged in practices that 

allowed them to perform the work of the game but also to reconfigure the game to make 

their actions and practices meaningful. It is important to note that the girls also developed 

the kinds of skills and attitudes the game imagined they would develop – just not how the 

game makers anticipated. The practice of incorporating this reconfigured world allowed 

the girls to re-appropriate the game. The game as a medium allowed for other parallel 

education to occur together with the game’s curriculum and content. 

 As I stated at the beginning of Chapter 5, I was asked to collect screen-shots of all 

Missions completed on the Play Now game, and I was specifically ordered not to include 

Missions related to any teen crush, specifically One Direction. I believe these fangirling 

Missions posed a threat to the integrity of the game as a record for program efficacy, and 

how Play Now imagined it operated. Yet these “forbidden” Missions and the practices 

around creating and completing them were where I found the girls at their most creative, 
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eloquent, and passionate about learning. The girls used the game and their love of One 

Direction and Ed Sheeran to have deeper, and very serious conversations about their 

lives. 
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Chapter 7: Alemania and Jomayra 
   

 The time spent in Girls Now was not all fangirling and messing around on 

computers. Girls were often confronted with serious and sometimes painful real-world 

circumstances that they struggled to understand. This chapter follows Jomayra and 

Alemania as they manage their troubling experiences with bullies and hurtful friends. 

Alemania is harassed and bullied by an ex-boyfriend and Jomayra is teased and bullied 

by her former best friend. Both girls use friends and trusted adults to help them navigate 

these difficult situations. 

Example I. Alemania and the Bully 

 On a Tuesday afternoon in early October, Mr. Antonio asked to meet with me 

before the start of Girls Now. It was my second week with the girls and I was already 

confronted with a big problem. Alemania was being “stalked” by Rafy, one of the boys 

who attended the Teen Program, and we needed to address the situation immediately. 

We met with Alemania in the Hobby Room and she asked Ashanti to join the discussion. 

Alemania knew this was a serious situation and she was comforted by Ashanti’s presence. 

 Alemania dated Rafy for three weeks but she broke up with him after he became 
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cruel and aggressive. Rafy was upset with the break-up and began following her around 

the neighborhood after school and after Teen Program hours. This continued for another 

three days, increasing in intensity until the stalking turned into bullying and outright 

verbal harassment. Rafy would stand outside the Center entrance, waiting for Alemania to 

leave, then curse and shout obscenities at her. Ashanti confirmed the allegations, and 

stated that the night before, as they were leaving the Center, Rafy jumped out from 

behind a tree, grabbed Alemania’s arm, and demanded to be her boyfriend again. She 

refused his advances and he threatened to hurt her. She broke from his grip, ran home, 

and called Mr. Antonio. Mr. Antonio immediately called Rafy’s parents and banned him 

from attending the Teen Program. Now it was time to confront Alemania’s parents. Mr. 

Antonio was concerned, but caring: 

“Alemania, we have to call your mom and tell her what happened.” 

Alemania burst into tears and buried her face in her hands. Ashanti put her arm 

around her shoulder and hugged her close. Sobbing, she pleaded with Mr. Antonio: 

“Please don’t tell my mom. I can’t have a boyfriend. If she finds out I had a 

boyfriend, I’ll be grounded.” 

Mr. Antonio stated that this was a serious situation and her parents needed to be notified 

immediately. 

“But then I can’t come to Girls Now. Or to the Teen Program ever again. I’ll be in 

even more trouble.” 

Mr. Antonio wanted to follow Teen Program protocol and notify both sets of parents 

about the incident. Mr. Antonio was adamant on calling Alemania’s parents but I noticed 
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the desperation in her voice; if her mother found out she had a boyfriend she would be in 

even more trouble. Alemania was blaming herself for the bullying and harassment. She 

wasn’t supposed to have a boyfriend and she had to face the consequences. That meant 

keeping the ordeal a secret from her parents. 

Mr. Antonio and I stepped into the hallway and Ashanti continued to comfort her 

friend. “What should we do?” He asked. 

“What if we don’t tell her parents? The bullying and harassment took place outside 

of the Teen Program, right? And Rafy isn’t allowed back in” I said. 

“Yes,” he responded. 

“So, then it’s technically not your responsibility. It’s out of your jurisdiction, 

right?” I asked. 

“Well, I guess.” 

“Here’s the thing, Alemania feels safer now that Rafy is gone, but telling her 

parents will make the situation worse. And she won’t be allowed back into Girls 

Now or the Teen Program. Nobody wants that to happen” I explained. 

“OK. So, let’s ask Alemania what we can do to help, without telling her parents,”  

Mr. Antonio said. 

We reentered the Hobby Room and Mr. Antonio put his hand on Alemania’s shoulder.  

“I won’t call your mom. How can we help you feel safe?” 

She looked at Ashanti and smiled, wiping away tears from her eyes.  

“I just don’t want to go home alone, when it’s dark.” 

“He might be somewhere” Ashanti added. 

“What if I walk you home? You live close, right?” I asked. 

“Yeah, she lives right up the hill,” Ashanti said. 

 So the four of us devised a simple plan, every Tuesday and Thursday evening, 

after the Teen Program ended, I would walk Alemania home. She would feel safer with 
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an adult by her side, Mr. Antonio would be at ease, and her mom would not find out 

about the Rafy incident. Alemania accepted this offer, tearfully, and thanked us for not 

calling her parents. That night, when I walked Alemania home, she was back to her 

cheerful talkative self. When we reached her building, she hugged me. 

“Are you gonna be OK?” I asked. 

“Yes! I’ll see you Thursday!” She exclaimed as she ran up the stairs to her building. 

 Two weeks later, Alemania felt safe enough to walk home by herself. Rafy 

disappeared and so did her fears. Alemania enjoyed attending the Teen Program and 

seeing her friends. But she did not want to be bullied by her ex-boyfriend and most of all, 

she did not want to be afraid when she walked home at night. When she realized her peer 

resources could not alleviate the situation she turned to two trusted adults. Mr. Antonio 

wanted to handle the incident by-the-book and implement the Teen Program 

“no tolerance” policy on bullying. Contacting Rafy’s parents and banning him from the 

program was an important first step. However, with Alemania we needed to be more 

creative in our approach. Telling her parents would result in further punishment. 

 Instead of an adult dictating what should be done in this situation, Mr. Antonio 

asked Alemania what she wanted us to do. She devised a simple and elegant solution to 

the problem. When she told an adult, it did get better. The key to Alemania’s triumph over 

Rafy wasn’t simply “telling an adult” it was telling the right adult. She used the resources 

available to her – trusted adults and friends in her network – to help solve her problem. 
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Example II. Jomayra is Having a Bad Day 

  

 One afternoon, in early January, Mr. Antonio approached me in the Hobby Room: 

“Jomayra is crying in the hallway by my office. Do you know what’s wrong?” 

I ran upstairs and saw her, red-nosed and sniffling, sitting on a bench outside the second 

floor bathroom. Alemania had her arm around her shoulder and was hugging her close. 

“Alemania, go to the Hobby Room and set up a board game. Jomayra, c’mon let’s 

go talk,” I said. 

 I led Jomayra to the concrete stairwell, a quiet space behind closed doors, away 

from the Teen Program noise. I sat on the bottom step and handed her a piece of tissue to 

wipe her eyes and stifle her dripping nose. 

Jomayra sat down, removed her glasses, and blotted her eyes with the tissue. 

“My best friend Shania, she is being so mean to me. I don’t know what to do.”  

“What happened?” I asked. 
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 [Figure 37. Jomayra’s “Are You Sad? Or Are You 
Depressed?” Mission]
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“One day she teases me, then she ignores me. Last week she threw chocolate at me. 

I hate chocolate. Whenever I see chocolate it makes me throw up. She knows that. I 

don’t know why she is being so mean to me.” 

I am not a trained guidance counselor or social worker, and I didn’t know what to say, so 

I just listened to Jomayra cry and handed her more tissue. She told me she was very 

confused, hurt, and frustrated. 

“What should I do?” She asked. 

“Um…what do you think you should do?” I responded.  

She thought for a moment, and took a deep breath. 

“I eat lunch in Ms. Thompson’s office.”  

“Who’s that?” I asked. 

“She’s the guidance counselor. I don’t want to see Shania in the cafeteria, so I eat 

there.” 

“What about recess? Don’t you see her outside?” I asked. 

“I hide in the bathroom at recess. I stay in there with my friend Samantha. I don’t 

want to see Shania outside on the playground.” 

“Is that working for you?” I asked. 

She shrugged. “No. The guidance counselor said I can’t eat lunch in her office 

anymore.” 

“So, what are you going to do?” 

“I don’t know.” She buried her face in her hands. 

 I listened patiently as she talked through the possible reasons for Shania’s cruel 

actions. She was especially upset about the chocolate incident. After venting her 

frustrations, her crying subsided and I handed her another tissue. 

“Well, Shania isn’t here at Girls Now. You have some very good friends waiting 

downstairs for you in the Hobby Room.” I gave her a hug and presented her with a 
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packet of cherry-flavored fruit snacks. 

She smiled. “Yay! My favorite! Thank you Ms. Sarah!” 

 We walked downstairs and Alemania, Jazzy, and Ashanti were standing in the 

Hobby Room doorway waiting to give her a hug. Yareliz with a mouth full of candy, 

exclaimed “Who ever made you sad is ratchet!” And all the girls laughed. 

The following week Jomayra had the opportunity to talk candidly with the rest of the 

group about her troubles with Shania. The next section is an excerpt from a recorded 

“Snack and Chat” session in the Hobby Room. 

Example II a. A Snack and Chat Interaction 
January 8, 2013 

 Alemania and Ashanti are in the Hobby Room chatting excitedly about the break- 

up of pop star Taylor Swift and Harry Styles from One Direction. Ashanti writes the 

names of each One Direction member, in alternating blue and red marker 

on the white board. She carefully draws a red heart around the name “Zayn”. Alemania 

drinks a Schweppes Ginger Ale (which we jokingly pronounce SchwEE-pEEs) and 

scrolls through pictures of One Direction on her phone, while Jazzy looks over her 

shoulder, pointing out her favorite pictures. Luz, is huddled in the corner, still wearing 

her winter coat, staring at her phone. Yareliz shuffles in and grabs a bag of cheese- 

flavored Pirate’s Booty I had arranged neatly on the table. She drops her belongings to 

the floor, slouches in her chair, and opens the bag of cheesy puffs. She takes a bite, 

wrinkles her nose, and flicks the half-eaten puff onto the floor. “It tastes like meat.” She 

hands the bag to me, opens her backpack and pulls out a jumbo-sized candy bar that she 
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happily devours. The girls continue to chat about Taylor Swift and Harry Styles, 

admitting that Taylor Swift was “psycho” and Harry Styles was “too good for her”. 

 Jomayra enters at 6:10. I compliment her glittering Rolling Stones t-shirt and we 

talk about taking a Girls Now trip to London, Ashanti and Alemania scream excitedly. 

They begin listing all of the landmarks featured in One Direction music videos. I notice 

Luz roll her eyes, so I turn my attention to her. 

“On a scale of 1 – 10 how was your day?” I ask. She says “five” and shrugs.  

I turn my attention to Jomayra: 
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Researcher   Jomayra, how was your day today?  

Jomayra   Terrible. There’re too many haters  

Ashanti/Alemania  [Simultaneously] I know right? 

Jomayra   No I’m not lying. Everywhere I turn, no one likes me 

Alemania   I love you  

Ashanti   I love you  

Jazzy    I love you 

Jomayra   In my class like everyone, like it’s...it’s not everyone 
    because it’s just like one person 

Yareliz    They talk too much smack! 

Jomayra   They don’t like the other person, and just because I’m her 
    friend, they have to start hating me too 

Ashanti   Who?
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 Jomayra wanted to share her feelings openly with the other girls in the group, 

rather than alone with me in the stairwell. She was still frustrated and upset with her 

friend at school and exclaimed there were too many “haters” or people who said and did 

negative things towards others. Ashanti and Alemania offered sympathy, and 

acknowledged the general problem with “haters” at their school. Jomayra was confused 

why people who were once her friends, no longer liked her. Ashanti, Alemania, and Jazzy 

affectionately chimed in, one at a time, to confirm that they “love her”. Yareliz also 

interjected, although she did not attend Jomayra, Ashanti, and Alemania’s school, and 

offered mutual distaste for “haters” and offered the humorous line “they talk too much 

smack!”. 

 Ashanti and Alemania inquired about the “hating” ringleader, and Jomayra 

confessed it was their fellow classmate, Shania. Jomayra stated that Shania didn’t like her 

friend and cheerleading teammate Samantha: 
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Ashanti   Nobody...uh... barely anybody likes Samantha  

Yareliz    Samantha who?  

Jomayra   Samantha Calendar 

Yareliz    Calendar? Calendar [laughs] 

Jomayra   You don’t know her 

Alemania   Ever since she came back [from Christmas break] with 
    her highlights [in her hair] and all that stuff [new clothes 
    and new shoes] she got a little attitude
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 Jomayra ignored Alemania and Ashanti’s theory that “barely anybody liked 

Samantha” because of her “attitude” and instead postulated that Shania’s was being cruel 

because, Samantha, and the rest of the cheerleading team were going to Albany for a 

competition in March: 
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Jomayra   Because she knows that we’re going to Albany and she’s 

    just like jealous  

Researcher   Oh she’s not on the [cheerleading] team? 

Jomayra   No 

Ashanti   No she doesn’t care [inaudible] 

Alemania   But she could join, Emily is on it 

Ashanti   She doesn’t even do anything [inaudible] 

Jomayra   Emily just joined 

Ashanti   She’s not about that exercise life 

Jomayra   We need two more people 

Jazzy    I’m not about that exercise life! [Laughs] 

Ashanti   What I do... I do side... I do horizontal jogging 

Alemania   [Laughs] 

Jazzy    [Laughs] 

Yareliz    Pitch Perfect! Girl! 

Jazzy    [Climbs onto the table and demonstrates “horizontal 

    jogging” from the film] 

Jomayra   [Laughing] I never watched it [Pitch Perfect]. I wanna 

    watch it!
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 To summarize the conversation, Alemania stated that Shania could easily join the 

team because their mutual friend Emily was also a cheerleader. Ashanti joked and stated 

Shania didn’t “do anything” and didn’t like to participate any extra-curricular activities. 

Ashanti jokingly added that Shania was “not about that exercise life” – a quote from 

the popular comedy film “Pitch Perfect.” Jomayra then offered the empty team slots to 

Alemania and Ashanti; the trip was three months away and they still needed more 

members. Even though she attended a different school, Jazzy does a “callback”  to 1

Ashanti’s joke and exclaims, “I’m not about that exercise life!” Ashanti continued the 

callback with another quote from the film when a character refuses to exercise and 

instead does “horizontal jogging”. Jazzy relayed the callback, and physically acts out the 

“horizontal jogging”. She flopped onto the table and started “running” 

in place, reenacting the scene from the film. Jazzy laughed and Yareliz excitedly 

acknowledged the funny line from the film. “Pitch Perfect!” She exclaimed, and the rest 

of the girls laughed at Jazzy’s impersonation. Even Luz, usually indifferent toward the 

antics of the younger girls, cracked a smile. Jomayra stated the she had never seen the 

movie and laughed along with her friends. Still laughing, Jazzy slowly slid from the 

table, down to the floor.  

 “I think we should watch Pitch Perfect together. Movie night next week?” I asked. 

 “Yeah!” Ashanti exclaimed. 

 “That would be fun,” Jomayra said and smiled. 

 Jomayra, still struggling with relationships and friendships at school, used the 

  A callback is a technique used by actors to reference a previous joke, bit, or meme.1
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space of the Hobby Room and Girls Now to share her experiences with her trusted 

friends. She was offered support by the girls and was given the chance to talk and vent 

her frustrations. The other girls (with the exception of Luz who was busy staring at her 

phone) offered their love and words of encouragement. Even Yareliz and Jazzy, who 

didn’t know Shania, Samantha, or the problem with “haters” at Jomayra’s school, offered 

their own form of humorous feedback and support. Ashanti and Alemania acknowledged 

that Samantha was not the most popular girl in school. They offered theories on why 

Jomayra might be the target of the teasing by giving specific examples as to why “barely 

anybody” liked Samantha. They addressed the problem, postulated an alternate theory, 

but didn’t offer any direct advice. Rather, they listened to Jomayra, supported her, made 

her smile, and changed the topic to something fun and lighthearted. 

 In her ethnography on adolescent teasing, Donna Eder (1987), discusses how 

humor plays a central role in informal peer culture. According to Willis, laughter or 

“having a laff” (1977:29), is essential to the formation of group solidarity. I often 

observed the girls use jokes and funny comedy routines to shift serious and difficult 

conversations to a lighter, more jovial tone. They often referenced and quoted movies and 

television shows, teased one another, and goofed off. Part of how friendship was 

constructed in the group was through making each other laugh and changing conversation 

topics when themes became too difficult or sad. Jazzy and Yareliz, noticing Jomayra’s 

depressed tone, made a joke to ease the tensions of the situation. Following Sacks (1974), 

the group participated in the story and “got” the joke, given the sequences and narrative 

of the joke. Even though Jomayra did not “get” the reference, the joke was presented, 
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through the interactions and actions, in a way she understood as a “joke”. Although her 

problems with friendship at school were not immediately alleviated, Jomayra was 

reminded by the group that she had loyal friends at Girls Now who cared about her and 

were there cheer her up and make her smile. 

Example III. Jomayra and Alemania in the Lab 

 In this next example I first describe how Jomayra and Alemania performed 

friendship with each other through online resources and their mobile devices using 

Google Images. Next, I show how Jomayra plays the game seriously and works hard to 

earn points and badges while Alemania struggles with expressing herself on the game 

format. On this day, Alemania takes the game very seriously and writes a deeply personal 

Mission about her struggles finding self-confidence. Alemania is proud of her work and 

shows it to her best friend – but Jomayra responds by shifting her role as “best friend” to 

that of a “teacher”. Instead of seeing Alemania’s work as a declaration of friendship she 

sees it as grammatically incorrect. Jomayra steps in to help Alemania fix her grammar 

rather than listen to her share an intimate moment of friendship. Alemania becomes 

frustrated with Jomayra’s tutoring but does learn some lessons on spelling and grammar. 

The next interaction outlines a conversation in which Alemania again wants to share her 

feelings about friendship, but Jomayra is more interested in earning points and badges 

on the game. Finally, I share the game artifacts produced by Jomayra and Alemania 

following this interaction and compare them to the real-world realities in which they were 

produced. 

*** 
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January 17, 2014 

 On this cold January evening, the girls run into the lab, grab bags of fruit snacks, 

argue over flavors, toss their belongings onto the windowsill, and sit down at their 

favorite computer workstations. Yareliz and Alemania exchange a loud sing-along to the 

musical comedy video “Why You Asking All Them Questions?” by YouTube content 

creator “@SpokenReasons”. Jomayra enters the room and is excited to tell me about a 

new cheerleading lift she tried at practice. She explains enthusiastically:  

 “First I start regular, I do the triangle, then we do these weird things like that,  
 [moves hands in a circular motion] and then I go back and around, and while  
 they’re putting people up [in the pyramid] I do a cartwheel and then a split”.  

I give her a high-five and a bag of cherry fruit snacks. Jomayra places her book bag at the 

workstation next to Alemania (Ashanti, who usually sits in the seat next to Alemania is 

home with a stomachache). “Wait!” Alemania yells – and covers Jomayra’s face with her 

left hand. She clicks play on YouTube just as Niall sings his “I just wanna show you off 

to all of my friends, making them drool from their chinny chin chins” vocal solo on the 

new One Direction “Kiss You” music video. Jomayra claps her hands and squeals with 

delight. 

 A few minutes later, Mr. Antonio pops his head in the door and yells “Divas!” 

Jazzy jokingly yells, “Go away Mr. Antonio!” He smiles sheepishly and tiptoes 

backwards out of the lab. I am sitting with Luz, watching YouTube videos of “cup 

stacking,” an activity where players are timed as they arrange and rearrange stacks of 

cups. Off camera, Ms. Ana is sitting with Tommy and helping him find links to children’s 

websites. 
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 The girls continue to listen to music and either play around on YouTube and 

Facebook, or scroll through Missions on the game. Both Jomayra and Alemania are 

focused on their screens. Alemania is wearing her new “Beats By Dre” headphones. She 

has the game open on her browser and is working on a Mission entitled “Be Yourself” 

while clicking between the new One Direction “Kiss You” music video, and pictures of 

Niall on Google Images. She sings loudly, types, and rocks back and forth in her chair. 

  

 Jomayra whispers lyrics to the Justin Bieber song “Beauty and the Beat” as she 

hovers her cursor over the “What Do you Miss” Mission. She reads the Mission and says 

“Oh this is sad,” quietly to herself. She selects the Mission and begins typing her 

response. 
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[Figure 38. “Be Yourself” Mission]

[Figure 39.“What Do You Miss” Mission]
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 While typing, Jomayra searches for a picture to upload to meet the Mission 

requirements. She types “friendship” into the Google Images search bar and scrolls 

through the results. Alemania stretches over to look at Jomayra’s computer. Together 

Alemania and Jomayra look at the friendship graphics on the computer screen: 

  

    

 Alemania tells Jomayra that she uses some of the graphics on her phone for when 

her best friends call or send text messages. She shows Jomayra the image that appears 

when she calls her phone. The girls use multi-media online technologies to affirm their 
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Alemania   What are you searching for? 

Jomayra   I’m trying [inaudible] 

Alemania   Oh I have that one [points at the screen] 

Alemania   [This is] me and you. And the [image with the] puppy 
    with the kitten is me and Ashanti

[Figure 40. Alemania and Jomayra look at 
friendship graphics]
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friendships. They not only perform friendship in the physical space of the computer lab 

and Hobby Room, they also do so on mobile devices. However, this display of friendship 

is interrupted as Jomayra shifts her role from “friend” into “teacher.” Jumping off from 

their conversation about friendship, Alemania asks Jomayra to look at her “Be Yourself” 

Mission in-progress: 
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 In this interaction Jomayra glances over to read Alemania’s Mission and then 

shifts her body position closer to the screen and adjusts her focus. Alemania soon realizes 

Jomayra is reading her work “as a teacher” rather than as a “friend”. Alemania nibbles 

on her thumbnail and racks back and forth in her chair nervously. Jomayra settles into the 

role of  teacher and corrects Alemania’s grammar. Alemania responds to Jomayra’s 

corrections by noisily hitting backspace on her keyboard: 

 Jomayra continues her teacher role and questions Alemania’s use of the incorrect 

adjective “confident” rather than the noun “confidence”. She scolds Alemania 

sarcastically and re-states the incorrect grammar out loud and shifts her gaze from the 

computer screen to Alemania’s face. Alemania does not make eye contact with Jomayra 

and stares ahead at her computer screen. She doesn’t respond to Jomayra’s instructions 
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and types the correction. Her increased frustration is expressed through typing loudly on 

her computer: 

  

 As the tutoring continues, Alemania becomes defensive and raises her voice when 

Jomayra corrects her grammar. When Jomayra reads the sentence out loud, Alemania 

hears the mistake and changes it on the Mission. Perhaps sensing Alemania’s increasing 
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frustration with the grammar of her first draft, Jomayra rolls back to her station 

just as Jazzy squeezes between them. Jomayra then looks at her screen and says, in a 

patronizing teacher-like voice, “Very nice Alemania.” Alemania stares straight ahead at 

her screen and says “Thank You” sharply. A few seconds later, they are back to messing 

around as Alemania shows Jomayra a cute stuffed animal posted on someone’s profile. 

“Do you wanna see a picture of a puppy I want?” Jomayra asks. 

“Yes!” Jazzy says, hovering over Jomayra’s computer. 

 Jomayra is a straight “A” student and Alemania struggles to maintain a 

“C” average (and sometimes was punished because of her poor grades). Both Jomayra 

and Alemania knew this information about each other – and this power dynamic played 

out in front of the game. Sensing Jomayra’s power shift, Alemania, instead of having fun 

on the game and sharing her story, is suddenly transported to an uncomfortable classroom 

setting, sitting next to a patronizing teacher, rather than her best friend. Her discomfort 

with the situation is evident as she bites on her thumb nervously, rocks back and forth in 

her chair (this time not listening to music) and raises her voice at Jomayra. Jomayra did 

not read Alemania’s Mission for the meaningful content but rather read it as 

“schoolwork”. Jomayra saw Alemania’s work as the means for expression and 

“legitimacy” on the game. Alemania, perhaps sensing the teacher role assumed by 

Jomayra, becomes uncomfortable and frustrated.   
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A few minutes later, both girls publish their Missions: 

 Both Jomayra and Alemania publish their Missions within ten seconds of each 

other. Jomayra exclaims that she is proud of her accomplishment, while Alemania 

publishes her work with much less fanfare. The girls continue to click around on the 

game, browsing Missions and reading their profiles. In the above interaction, Jomayra 

and Alemania compare their statistics on the game including total points and number of 

friends. Alemania shares her score on the game and Jomayra responds by revealing her 

(much higher) score. Alemania then directs Jomayra to look at her Mission and instead, 

Jomayra reads one of her Missions about Niall. 
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Jomayra   Publish! I’m so proud of myself 

Alemania   I’m proud of myself I have four hundred eighty five  
    points 

Jomayra   I have one… I have twelve friends. I have one thousand 
    and hundred something [points] 

Alemania   Mira [Points to her Mission] 

Jomayra   [Touches a pic of Niall on her screen] Who wouldn’t like 
    him? Like, I’m just wondering. He’s so [whispers] sexy 

Alemania   [Shows her the Mission] Have you seen my Niall   
    picture?  And then that’s Zayn, and… 

Jomayra   Did you read my bio? 

Alemania   Huh? No
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 Jomayra reads the Moderator Feedback on her Niall Mission and she realizes that 

she only needed a few more “Likes” on her Missions to receive the “Popular” badge. 

Alemania, while reviewing her “Be Yourself” Mission, turns to Jomayra to share 

important information about their friendship. 

 Alemania wants to discuss the deeper meaning of her “Be Yourself” Mission (not 

just the grammar mistakes) but Jomayra is more interested in earning her “Popular” 

badge. Alemania tells Jomayra that the self-confidence she discussed in the “Be 

Yourself” Mission was inspired by her best friends and One Direction. Jomayra is more 

interested in earning her badge and ignores Alemania’s statement and instead focuses on 
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Jomayra   Oh that’s five likes! [Turns to face Alemania] Alemania, 
    go ‘like’ my pictures so that I can get another badge 
  
Alemania   [Reading her “Be Yourself” Mission] You know how 
    many people i-in-inspired me to be myself? 

Jomayra   [Turns back to computer and ignores Alemania] 

Alemania   You, One Direction, and Ashanti 

Jomayra   [Faces Alemania then turns back to her profile and  
    inspects her badges as she rolls over the description] Oh 
    Never mind. I have eleven, twelve likes 

Alemania   [Quietly reads Moderator Feedback for her “Bullying” 
    Mission] 

Jomayra   [Turns to Luz] I like your pillow pet! 

Luz    [From across the room] Thank you
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her score. She then coaches Alemania to “like” her Mission so she could receive another 

badge. 

 Alemania reads her Moderator Feedback carefully and engages Jomayra in a 

dialogue about what she revealed on the game. She was proud of her accomplishment 

– likely something that did not happen for her in school. Except Jomayra wanted to earn 

badges and points, rather than watch her friend struggle through Missions. Jomayra is 

more interested in pictures of Niall and her own score and success on the game. Jomayra 

is passionate about earning a high score and receiving points – the work of the game – 

while Alemania wants to have a deeper conversation with her friend. 

 Below are the written artifacts Jomayra and Alemania produced on the game 

during these interactions. In this artifact, Alemania discusses how she found confidence 

within herself: 

 Alemania offers an in-depth exploration about friendship and confidence. 

Alemania admits to struggling with identity, peer pressure, and finding herself. She also 
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shows that she is aware of the dangers of depression and what could happen to people 

who get bullied and feel like they don’t “belong in the world”. 

 

 

 

  

 

 Jomayra used the game to share an intimate experience about friendship and her 

struggle with a depressed friend. Jomayra also used the game as a creative outlet where 

she could write freely about her feelings of friendship, betrayal, sadness, and depression. 

Rather than share this information with one of her best friends, she opts to share it on the 

game to receive points. 

Chapter Summary 

 This chapter shows how the girls created a space of trust, humor, and playfulness. 

They constructed the spaces of the Hobby Room and the computer lab through 

friendships and flowing between their multiple social worlds. These social worlds include 

school, after-school, relationships with friends and trusted adults, and families. The Teen 

Program provided a space for the girls to go after school, engage in fun activities, and 
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[Figure 42. Jomayra’s “What Do You Miss” Mission]
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hang out. This space was organized by the girls to talk seriously and to play, make jokes, 

share their stories and passions. The girls themselves created a space away from bullying, 

ex-boyfriends, and meddling parents, and developed their own strategies to overcome 

these obstacles. 

 The space of the lab and the friendships with each other allowed for coaching, 

helping, tutoring, and learning beyond the capacities of the game. The girls were 

continuously helping each other (whether or not help was asked for) sharing important 

information, and learning from one another. Jomayra and Alemania flow between 

performing their roles as friends and learners, yet what the game captures and what is 

evaluated by the stakeholders is reduced to only the text produced on the game, rather 

than the bigger picture of what actually happened in the real space of the computer lab. 

 In the examples presented in this chapter, Alemania receives a lesson on how to 

perform schooling on the game. She wants to share her intimate stories with Jomayra, but 

Jomayra is more concerned with earning points, badges, and performing the work of the 

game. Alemania is also performing the work of the game, but she is also seeking 

confirmation and support from her friend and wanted to share and express sentiments 

more deeply than what she produced (or was able to produce) on the game. Alemania was 

limited by the structure of the game to fully express what she wanted to share with 

Jomayra. In these instances the game prevented a moment in which Alemania could share 

her intimate feelings with Jomayra but the game gets in the way of the friendship and 

“real world” interactions that Play Now and Girls Now imagined they created. 
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Chapter 8: Luz 
  

 Sometimes Girls Now had unexpected visitors during the Center Meetings in the 

Hobby Room. Occasionally a stray Senior Center resident would wander down to the 

basement and poke their head in the Hobby Room. I am reminded of a session in early 

November, when the girls were playing a board game with Ms. Ana. Luz, who elected not 

to play the game, was sitting next to me in the back of the Hobby Room. I was observing 

the game and writing field notes while she sat quietly and scrawled graffiti in her art 

notebook. Suddenly, the face of an elderly man appeared in the frame of the windowed 

door, but only Luz and I were in his field of vision. He looked directly at the both of us 

and stared for a few uncomfortable seconds. I made eye contact with the old man and 

nudged Luz. “So, what’s with the creeper?” I mumbled. 

 Luz burst into a five-minute fit of uncontrollable laughter as the old man slinked 

away from the window. She was doubled over, clutching her stomach, and howling 

loudly. The other girls, who didn’t see the old man, asked why Luz, who was typically 

silent and disconnected from Girls Now activities, was temporarily incapacitated with 

laughter. I explained: “Well, there was a creeper at the window.” This made Luz howl 

even louder. The phrase “What’s with the creeper?” became an inside joke, or meme, that 

Luz and I shared for the next few months together. 

*** 
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Example I. Luz Plays the Game 
January 10, 2013 

 Luz arrives to the computer lab late with her little brother Tommy tagging along 

behind her. She is bundled up in her winter gear and her nose is pink from the cold 

January air. Tommy removes his hat and his hair is a rumpled mess. He flings his coat 

onto the windowsill (narrowly missing my mounted camera) and drops his backpack on 

the floor. Ms. Ana and I welcome Luz enthusiastically and she greets us with her casual 

demeanor. She is still sick from the previous week when she missed the first observation. 

When she speaks, her hoarse voice is punctuated by a cough and a sniffling nose. Tommy 

shows no signs of illness as he bounces around the computer lab. Luz, adamant on 

keeping him out of her business, gives Tommy a bag of Doritos and tells him to leave her 

alone. Ms. Ana scurries around the lab to set him up on a computer on the other side of 

the room. Once Tommy is settled in and logged on to FunBrain, a children’s educational 

website, Ms. Ana approaches Luz. She pulls out a chair at a computer workstation 

between the two high school girls (who unexpectedly showed up) and a cluster of girls 

watching “Mindless Behavior”  music videos. Ms. Ana tells Luz she is excited for her to 2

start the game and she explains the first steps of logging on and creating a profile. 

 Luz sits down and sets up her workstation. She places her book bag on the floor, 

and positions a can of soda and two bags of chips near the keyboard. She finishes her first 

bag of chips, and then with her left hand, uses the mouse to move the cursor on the screen 

and clicks the Google search bar. She then cleans the cheesy residue off her fingers and 

  A popular teenage hip-hop group.2
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pulls a pair of headphones out of her pocket. She glances over at the girls singing along to 

the music video as she untangles the wires. She plugs the headphones into the computer 

and carefully places the ear buds into her ears. 

  

  

 Once she logs on to the game, Luz opens another tab and searches for a song on 

YouTube. She whispers the lyrics to Ke$ha’s song “Run Devil Run” while she scans 

Missions and explores the game interface. She opens the second bag of Doritos, selects 

the Mission below, and types her response: 

  

  

 

 When she writes, Luz sits upright and faces the computer screen. She types 
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[Figure 43. Luz plugs in]

[Figure 44. “Disguise...Mask Yourself...Why?” Mission] 
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quickly and skillfully, only glancing down to take a sip of ginger ale or to adjust the 

keyboard. Her typing is focused and, because she was “plugged in” , she is undistributed 3

by the other noises and energy in the lab. When plugged in, Luz is signaling to the other 

girls to leave her alone. (She often signaled in more obvious ways by ignoring them and 

giving dirty looks). Luz “plugging in” thus becomes a socially constructed act. The rest 

of the girls in the lab, including the adults, also co-constructed Luz’s desire to be left 

alone. Similar to Bateson’s (1967) chimps’ “playful nips” that denote “this is play” Luz’s 

headphones, ear buds, and body positioning denote “this is work”. 

 

Example II. Luz Talks to Ana 

 When she finishes typing her response, Luz clicks “Publish” and sends her 

completed Mission to the Moderators. She navigates away from the game and choses 

another song on YouTube. She sings softly as she scans player profiles and browses 

through Missions. At 7:10 p.m. the girls shuffle noisily out of the lab with Tommy to 

attend the Teen Program Zumba class. Luz continues to play around online (away from 

  I borrow the phrase “plugged in” from the 2010 film “The Social Network”. Characters in the film 3

used this term when software engineers were writing code and did not want to be disrupted by others in the 
room. Even though “plugging in” is a phrase developed by Hollywood writers – coders do not use this 
phrase – I find it useful to describe the act of avoiding disruption and getting into a “work zone.” 
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[Figure 45. Luz works (third from left)]
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the game). Ms. Ana sits down across from Luz: 
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1:33:52 

Ms. Ana  So what do you think of the game? 

Luz   I think it’s a lot of work. ‘Cuz you know you have to explain 
   yourself. Sometimes it’s... it’s just easier [inaudible]   
   answer then you don’t gotta go into detail. When I go into detail 
   like I…I.... I wrote a paragraph for this question 

Ms. Ana  I saw you writing 

Luz   Yes and I…and I know I jus’ can’t stop. Like, once you get me 
   talking I jus’ can’t stop. And then…then sometimes I feel  
   like I’m boring people and they have to read that big paragraph. 
   So they must see the length of it and just be like OK this is fine 

Ms. Ana  We love reading ones that are in depth. That’s, like, the best. The 
   more you can express yourself, the better. ‘Cuz this is a space for 
   girls who might not like, want to talk in their Center Meetings as 
   much. Because you know our girls, our group can get a little, 
   giggly. And that’s why we usually meet with you after so we can 
   have our Luz time. This is a space for you outside of or even 
   here in where you can talk about the things we might not get to 
   talk about during our sessions 

Luz   For some reason when I was writing, I had this like little, I play 
   little videos in my mind, completely random. As I was writing it 
   and I jus’ had this little screen-shot in my head that they  
   discovered me something like that and so [they wanted to] give 
   me all sorts of opportunities for writing stuff. I don’t know, it 
was    weird. But I was like I don’t know if I could write stuff for girls 
   magazines 

Ms. Ana  Oh gosh that’d be awesome 

Luz   Right 

Ms. Ana  It will be awesome 
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 In this conversation Ms. Ana asked for Luz’s opinion about the game and Luz 

candidly stated that the game was a lot of work. She also stated she had to go into great 

detail to express herself clearly. She recognized the potential for a shortcut; she didn’t 

have to write such a long response to receive points. Luz had much to say, and she 

enjoyed talking and expressing herself, but felt that even though the game was a 

trustworthy space, her long paragraph would be too “boring” to read. She thought that the 

Moderators would look at her writing, skim over it, and simply award points. 

 I must reiterate that Luz was two years older than the rest of the girls. She was 

often disconnected from the core Girls Now events and activities, likely because most of 

the girls spent their time fangirling over One Direction – which she found annoying. 

When Ms. Ana and I hung out with Luz during our Girls Now “after hours” sessions, she 

shared stories about school suspensions, romantic woes, falling grades, family troubles, 

and self-harm. We developed a trusting relationship and I appreciated how she was open 

about sharing her experiences with us. 

 Ms. Ana positions the game as a space separate from Girls Now in which Luz 

would be safe to address the issues that she preferred to discuss during our “after hours” 

session. Ms. Ana recognized Luz’s independence from the group and her own specific 

needs as a teenager. She felt the other girls on the game could really benefit from Luz’s 

deep insights and passion for writing. Luz admitted that the game did give her a glimpse 

into the future. The game enabled her to “play little videos” in her mind, or daydream, 

about her future as a potential writer for a girls magazine. Although she was self-

conscious, stating her work was “boring” she recognized her thoughtfulness and then 
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imagined a “video” of being discovered as a writer. “They” – an abstract “they” in that 

she didn’t quite know who “they” were – liked her writing and could possibly provide her 

with an opportunity to write for a girl’s magazine. Ms. Ana offered support and stated “It 

will be awesome,” for Luz to consider a future in writing. 

 Luz changes the subject abruptly and tells Ms. Ana about a dream she had the 

night before in which she chased a squirrel up a tree. Once she caught the squirrel, she 

grabbed it’s tail and melted cheese came out of it’s behind. After she told the funny story 

of her dream, Luz said it was her “mission” to catch a squirrel in order to test out the 

“melted cheese” experiment: 
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1:37:05.1 

Ms. Ana  That’s so funny. Well, You’re gonna be able to create Missions. I 
   think you’re gonna be...to be honest, I think you’re probably one 
   of our deepest thinkers in Girls Now so you’re gonna  
   be able to, you’re gonna make some cool Missions I bet too ‘cuz 
   you can create actually what you want other girls to respond to. 
   So it’s kind of a way, of like also you get to be the journalist but 
   you also get to, you know be the writer. But you can also be the 
   journalist in the way you make a Mission, because a journalist 
   which I also think would be an awesome job for you, in some 
   ways, they get to ask the cool questions that like really bring out 
   neat answers. So it’s also about the questions that you ask, that 
   kind of…You know, ‘cuz you can ask really deep questions too, 
   right? 

Luz   [Quietly] Yes 

Ms. Ana  And…and get people to say things 

Luz   Open up 

Ms. Ana  Absolutely, and I think you have a really good talent for that. So 
   I think that’d be really cool
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 Ms. Ana creatively reconfigured Luz’s use of the word “mission” to redirect her to 

a serious conversation about the game. She tells Luz how the game could be a platform 

for her to share her expertise and leadership potential with other girls. Ms. Ana suggested 

that through the game, Luz could connect with other Girls Now participants who might 

take the program time more seriously. 

Example III. Luz Finds the “Creepers” 

 Tommy runs back into the computer lab, interrupts Luz’s conversation with Ms. 

Ana, and asks for more Doritos. Luz sends him away and returns to her computer. A few 

minutes later she confronts me with a problem: 
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1:43:10 

Luz   Ms. Sarah Why does a guy have a Girls Now account? 

Researcher  Who? 

Luz   This guy 

Researcher  Oh, he actually created the game 

Luz   Oh 

Researcher  That’s Jim, he is the maker of the game. He is the 
   game maker 

Luz   Oh. I…I was hoping it wasn’t some creeper or something 

Researcher  A creeper? 

Luz   Yes 

Researcher  [Laughs] Ha! That is never going to get old 
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 After Luz spends nearly twenty minutes typing her detailed Mission and 

exploring other player profiles, she bumps into a problem that the game makers and the 

program stakeholders did not anticipate – a “girls only” empowerment program allowed 

men to: 
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[Figure 46. Luz finds the creepers] 

Luz   He better be the only man I find on…[Raises voice] 

Researcher  Oh, Jeremy is on there too. He is the other guy. Jim and Jeremy 
   from Play Now created the game 

Luz   Why would they create a game for girls? 

Researcher  Well they create a bunch of different games. This is just one of 
   them that they’ve created 

Luz   Um 

Researcher  But all of their games like kind of have this thing where you can 
   play…uh together, like as a group 

Luz   Um hm 

Researcher  Kind of like, like where everybody can come together. It’s like 
   all their games have Missions and stuff on them 
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1. Create the game and game content 

2. Participate and show themselves on the game 

3. “Lurk” on the game and read the personal stories written by adolescent girls 

 Luz found the people who made the rules of the game, and the rules of the 

program, broke them. The game makers, acting as “trusted adults” and Moderators, 

defied their own “code of ethics” and broke the “trust circle” they imagined existed. 

Luz’s tone with me was understandingly skeptical. It took a long time to build a trusting 

relationship with Luz, and she trusted Girls Now and the game to provide a safe space for 

her writing and self-expression. Finding Jim and Jeremy lurking on the game was a threat 

to her safe space. Girls Now program stakeholders imagined the game created “networks 

of girls” but to Luz’s dismay, those networks also included strange men. 

 I must be reflexive as a researcher and member of Luz’s trust circle. I admit that I 

stepped outside my researcher role during this interaction. Luz asked a serious question 

about the men and I did my best to repair her broken trust by stating the game-makers, 

Jim and Jeremy were “good guys” that just happened to make a game for girls. Luz does 

a callback to the joke she and I shared over a month ago, calling Jim and Jeremy 

“creepers.” She felt they were unwelcome men watching, or posing as online 

“lurkers” (Leander and McKim 2003:216). Luz and I built trust when I first made the 

creeper joke in November, but when another type of creeper emerged, it wasn’t funny 

anymore; because the creeper in the Hobby Room window eventually left, but the 

creepers on the game were still there. Luz and I both laughed at her “creeper” joke; Ms. 

Ana overheard the conversation and laughed as well. I tried to ease Luz’s distrust by 
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assuring her the game was good and that her perceived creepers were actually trusted 

adults. But I knew at that time, and reflecting back on this conversation I still know, that 

men weren’t supposed to be on the game. This breach of trust broke the code of ethics the 

program and the game imagined existed. Luz was honest and vulnerable in her response; 

her feelings and expressions were intended for a specific Girls Now audience – one that 

did not include strange and creepy adult men. Luz’s poignant question remains 

unanswered: Why would men create a game for girls? 

 Luz’s first (and only) twenty minutes on the game unveiled several important 

moments. Her play style and focus strategies, her writing, ability to distract her brother, 

multi-task, critique the game, and receive support and engage in a conversation with a 

trusted adult. She wrote a deeply personal and eloquent narrative about strategies she 

used to navigate her difficult high school experiences. She successfully interfaced with 

the game, followed the instructions of the Mission, and submitted her own original prose. 

Ms. Ana further encouraged her by offering immediate, personal, and positive feedback 

and continued support. Luz enjoyed writing the Mission even though it seemed like “a lot 

of work”. It gave her the opportunity to share important information and have meaningful 

interactions. Ms. Ana’s presence and feedback were much more meaningful than the 

abstract Moderator Feedback offered on the game. Because the Moderators existed in an 

abstract online “space” it was sometimes confusing for the girls to imagine who was 

actually reading their work and awarding points. In the case of Luz, she felt “they” might 

be able to help her pursue her future goals of (possibly) becoming a writer for a girls 

magazine.  
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 The assessment of Luz’s very real and personal experiences was condensed into a 

few lines of text, 100 points, and a badge. This reduced Luz’s only interaction captured 

on the game to a few lines from a total stranger. The final product of Luz’s experience on 

the game was the following: 

 

Chapter Summary 

 The Play Now game had a specific set of goals it wished to attain. The game 

makers and stakeholders imagined that the game would operationalize in a particular 

way, and the perceived success of the game and the program was determined through 

moderation, assessments, outcomes, points, and badges. Luz produced exactly what the 
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[Figure 48. Moderator Feedback and badge on Luz’s profile]

[Figure 47. Luz’s “Disguise…Mask Yourself…Why?” Mission]
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stakeholders imagined, and she published reflexive, thought-provoking prose. Still, Luz’s 

educational moments were not what the program stakeholders expected or imagined. 

Luz questioned the game and the male program stakeholders. In a real school setting, she 

would not have the opportunity to question those in power; the teachers, those writing 

curriculum, test-makers, the principals, etc. While performing the work of the game, Luz 

also questioned the adults and educational structures embedded within Play Now and 

Girls Now. Even though the adults call it a game, she really saw the game as work. 

 In the space of the lab, and on the game, Luz had the opportunity to question the 

true nature of the game and the people assigned to assess and monitor her. Despite 

the encouragement she received from Ms. Ana, Moderator Feedback, points, and badges, 

Luz did not complete another Mission for the duration of my research. Luz began to 

station herself further away from the other girls, and visit other websites. She also began 

arriving to the program later and later, sometimes not until the last ten minutes of the 

session. She produced what stakeholders saw as valuable yet the game did not “hook” 

her. The game and Girls Now missed an opportunity to allow for Luz to continue 

expressing herself, and to practice writing. We are left with the question: 

 Did she lose the game or did the game lose her? 
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Chapter 9: Jazzy 
  

 

 On the evening of January 16, 2013, Ms. Ana and I received an e-mail from the 

Girls Now Program Director about a Mission Jazzy submitted in which she revealed she 

was cutting her arms. Despite the personal and controversial content of what Jazzy had 

written, the Program Director moderated the Mission and allowed its publication on the 

game. She asked Ms. Ana to have a follow-up talk with Jazzy, to ensure she was safe 

from further self-harm. The above artifact is what Jazzy submitted for the Mission 

“Become Aware of What Depression Really Is”: 
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[Figure 49. Jazzy’s “Become Aware of What Depression Really Is” Mission]

[Figure 50. “Become Aware of What Depression Really Is” Mission]
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Example I. Yareliz Learns Jazzy’s Secret 
January 17, 2013 
  

 The following interaction shows a sequence of events in which the girls learn 

Jazzy’s secret of self-harm. Yareliz is the first to discover Jazzy’s Mission: 

 When Yareliz reads the Mission she scolds Jazzy loudly and curses. Alemania’s 

interest in the dramatic conversation is piqued and she removes the headphone from her 

left ear. Instead of telling her the story, Jazzy redirects Alemania to her profile page on 
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0:38:46.3 

Yareliz    [Reads the Mission] That one’s yours? 

Jazzy    Um hm 

Yareliz    Girl. Don’t tell me that you actually did that shit. You did 
    that? You did that? You did that? 

Jazzy    It was a long time ago 

Alemania   [Removes the headphone from her left ear and turns to 
    Jazzy] What did you do? 

Jazzy    Go on my page and you can see it [inaudible] 
     
Alemania   [to Yareliz] What did she do? 

Jomayra   [Turns around to look at Yareliz and Jazzy] 

Jazzy    You could go on my page and see it 

Yareliz    [Walks over and stands to the right of Alemania] 

Alemania   I’m scared about it
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the game to see the controversial Mission. Alemania bypasses Jazzy’s instructions and 

instead turns to Yareliz for clarification. Jazzy repeats herself, this time loud enough for 

Jomayra to turn and look at Yareliz and Jazzy. Yareliz jumps from her seat and storms 

over to Alemania’s workstation. Yareliz’s urgency and scolding frightens Alemania; this 

is an emergency. Yareliz emerges into camera view and stands to the right of Alemania, in 

front of her workstation. 

  

 

 Yareliz wrangles the mouse out of Alemania’s hand and clicks the “back” button 

on the browser to navigate away from Alemania’s incomplete Mission. Jazzy yells to 

Yareliz “Press save, press SAVE” so Alemania would not lose her work. Yareliz clicks the 

“Back” button again to revisit Alemania’s incomplete Mission and she is relieved to see 

her work was not lost. She clicks the “Save” button and navigates away from Alemania’s 

Mission. She finds Jazzy’s profile page and clicks on the Mission in question: 
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[Figure 51. Yareliz takes the mouse out of Alemania’s hand] 
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 Alemania reads the title “Become Aware of What Depression Really Is”. As she 

reads Jazzy’s entry, her mouth opens slowly. Jazzy is seen partially off camera, with her 

face buried in her hands. Alemania’s reaction to the Mission prompts Jomayra to turn her 

focus away from her work to inquire about the commotion. Alemania tells Jomayra 

Jazzy’s secret just as Yareliz interrupts with a warning: they are not to tell anybody about 

what happens in Girls Now. Yareliz recognizes the need for the girls to respect Jazzy’s 

privacy and reminds Jomayra and Alemania about the privacy of the game and the rules 

of Girls Now. Depression is serious and so is self-harm and the girls knew these issues 

needed to be handled carefully. Jomayra responds defensively that she will uphold the 
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0:39:34.1 

Alemania   [Reads from screen] ‘I have cut my arms before’ 

Jazzy    [Giggles] 

Alemania   [Spins around to face Jazzy] Girl! Girl! 
    [Continues reading] ‘I thought life…’ 

Jomayra   [Turns to face Alemania] What happened? 

Alemania   She cut her arms before 

Yareliz    Don’t [inaudible] con la boca don’t tell anybody else 
    though. This is in-between Girls Now 

Jomayra   I know. I’m not gonna, I never tell anything about  
    Girls Now 

Alemania   Damn [Exchanges glances with Jomayra]
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integrity of the Girls Now program and that she never tells anyone about what happens 

there. Alemania, still shocked, curses in disbelief. In the silence that followed, Jazzy pulls 

up the sleeves of her purple sweatshirt. “Lemme see?” Alemania says as she rolls her 

chair back, and Jazzy comes closer. Jomayra and Alemania huddle around as Jazzy 

reveals the scars on her arms. 

 

 Alemania’s eyes widen and the look of fear and shock on Jomayra’s face is 

painful to describe. Alemania and Jomayra search each other’s faces for an appropriate 

expression or reaction but they do not make eye contact with one another. Alemania’s 

gaze darts over to where Ms. Ana is sitting with Tommy – perhaps hoping she overheard 

the conversation. Jazzy walks back to her seat, curls up into her chair, and looks at her 

computer screen. She clicks on the game and browses Missions. A few silent and 

awkward moments pass.  

Confused, Jomayra turns to Alemania and mumbles: 
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[Figure 52. Jazzy shows Alemania and Jomayra 
her arms]
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 Alemania bursts out into laughter and repeats Jomayra’s question to Jazzy. 

Jomayra repairs her embarrassment by stating “I’m so relieved,” but Alemania continues 

to chastise her. In this conversation we see Alemania is shocked and confused about 

Jazzy’s revelation but is also confused with Jomayra’s Pollyanna-ish inquiry if cutting 

“hurt.” Alemania laughs sarcastically and eases the tension of the moment by turning 

Jomayra’s ignorance into a joke. 

 As I have demonstrated throughout this work, the use of humor was a welcome 

and significant part of what it meant to be a member of Girls Now at the Teen Program, 

and joking around was tactic they used to make sense of difficult moments and solidify 
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0:40:14.9 

Jomayra Um...did it hurt? 

Alemania Uh...[Laughs] Jazzy you heard her? She’s like 
 ‘did it hurt’? No, it didn’t... 

Jomayra Oh I’m so relieved 

Alemania ...it was easy peasy. It felt like heaven 

Jazzy [Laughs] 

Jomayra I was just wondering 

Ms. Ana Wow Jazzy come here. Wanna sit down? Do you 
 wanna sit? This is a pretty serious one...wow 

Jazzy [Stands up and walks over to Ms. Ana] 

Jomayra and Alemania [Exchange glances and return to the game]
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friendships. In this interaction something very serious happens; Jomayra, asking an 

honest question, is confronted with a degradation ceremony (Garfinkel 1956), from 

Alemania in the form of teasing. Eder (1987), paraphrases Garfinkel: 

  [T]he meaning of an act is brought out by the response to it. The response lets  
 both the initial actor as well as the audience see how the previous act was   
 interpreted. The meaning of an act can then be further negotiated by the next  
 response (1987:276).  

 Alemania’s response reconfigured the meaning of Jomayra’s act, despite her 

honest intention, into a joke (Sacks 1974). Drawing from Bateson (1972), Eder states that 

in order to tease, adolescents need sophisticated meta-communicative skills. In that, when 

one is teasing or joking they must know “this is play” and how the statement should be 

interpreted. They need to know the “subtle cues necessary to correctly interpret the 

playful intent behind teasing and to respond in an appropriate manner” (1987:301). 

Jomayra’s feelings were not hurt by Alemania’s sarcastic teasing and Jazzy responded 

with a playful giggle. The three girls in this instance knew, despite the serious nature of 

the previous events, and Jomayra’s ignorant statement, that Alemania’s sarcastic teasing 

was meant in jest. Despite the seriousness of the situation the girls organized themselves 

to make sense of what was happening around them. They exchanged glances, worried, 

yelled, and communicated with each other.  

 While the girls are laughing, Ms. Ana sees an opportunity to confront Jazzy about 

her controversial Mission. Ms. Ana was on the periphery during the interaction, watching 

(but not lurking). She did not disrupt the conversation the girls were having, but rather let 

the girls close the conversation themselves before she confronts Jazzy. 
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Below is the Moderator Feedback for Jazzy’s Mission: 

Chapter Summary 

 From the perspective of the stakeholders and the feedback from the Program 

Director, the Mission that Jazzy completed demonstrates “evidence for learning” on the 

game. Yet, the work the girls produced does not fully capture what really happened. 

While confronting Jazzy about her painful history of self-harm the girls also learned: how 

to save Missions on the game, why one should not ask stupid questions in serious 

situations, and a trusted adult was always close by to step in and talk to their friend. The 

friendships and the space of the lab provided many moments for the girls to think about 

the meanings of trust, friendship, and how to make sense of serious issues. But as we 

have seen from the examples presented in this research, the contexts through which all of 

the Missions the girls completed occurred simultaneously while many other educational 

moments took place. 
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Conclusion: The Successful Failure of Girls Now 
  

 The Play Now game ended unexpectedly in early February 2013. In June of that 

same year, the game was removed from the Internet and was unaccessible, even with 

administrative credentials. My tenure at Girls Now ended in early April 2013, along with 

the Girls Now programming at the Center, and information regarding the fate of the game 

was not revealed. 

 In late April 2013, Mr. Antonio, Ms. Ana, and I had a meeting with Alemania, 

Ashanti, Jazzy, Jomayra, Luz, and Yareliz, in the Hobby Room to explain that Girls Now 

would no longer be part of the Teen Program. Luz sat in the corner and did not look up 

from her phone. Alemania blinked once and tears burst from her eyes. Jomayra began to 

cry and buried her face in her hands. Yareliz commented that it was “fucked up” and 

Jazzy agreed. The girls were heartbroken and confused.  

 It was in this instance that I truly saw the fallacy of Girls Now and the networks 

and spaces it imagined it created. The disappointment the girls felt wasn’t because Girls 

Now ended, it was because the space they created would not longer be recognized, 

supported, staffed, legitimized, moderated, or funded, by the adults who gave them the 

opportunity to create it in the first place. The space Alemania, Ashanti, Jazzy, Jomayra, 

Luz, and Yareliz created was not defined by points, badges, or a few lines of text. It was 

defined by the girls and what they did together. 

 With the help of Mr. Antonio and the staff at the Center, I was allowed to continue 

my research with the girls at the Teen Program. I was hired as an unpaid volunteer and 
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continued to spend time with the girls until the Teen Program ended in June.  On a lighter 1

note, the program would no longer be assessed or monitored by adults and stakeholders 

and the girls were truly free to do what they wanted. With Girls Now no longer at the 

Teen Program, and the girls still upset and disgruntled that their program ended, they 

decided to continue the model of “Snack and Chat” and instead of following Girls Now 

protocol, they watched movies, played card games, hung out, and had free-time in the 

computer lab. Jazzy jokingly called Girls Now “The Program Formerly Known as Girls 

Now” and “Voldemort Now” after the Harry Potter character, Lord Voldemort.  2

The Broken Window 

It was late afternoon in May, and the girls decided to host a nail-painting party in 

the Hobby Room. I rolled a large sheet of butcher paper onto the table, and brought my 

limited collection of nail supplies. Jomayra and Alemania brought a rainbow of colors 

along with stencils, stamps, and assorted glitters to make intricate designs. Ms. Maribel, 

one of the Teen Program volunteers, was also there along with Jazzy and Yareliz. 

Alemania stenciled sparkly blue seahorses and palm trees onto my nails and 

Jomayra painted black mustaches on Jazzy’s thumbs (ironic mustaches were very 

popular). Yareliz looked out the window and noticed a man climbing the fire escape on 

the building across from the courtyard. He wore a black suit, thin red necktie, had a black 

  In late May, Ms. Ana graduated with a MSW degree and would occasionally stop by the Teen 1

Program to see the girls.

  Harry Potter’s archenemy was purportedly so evil that one should not even speak of his name and 2

was referred to the books as “You-Know-Who” and “He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named”. According to the 
Lord Voldemort Wikipedia entry, Harry Potter series author J.K. Rowling described Lord Voldemort as 
a:“‘[R]aging psychopath, devoid of the normal human responses to other people's suffering’, whose only 
ambition in life is to become all-powerful and immortal. He believes he is superior to everyone around him. 
Rowling also stated that Voldemort is ‘incredibly power hungry. Racist, really’.”
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brace on his arm (the kind used for sports injuries), and carried a clear plastic box. The 

girls abandoned their painting projects and crowded around the window to watch.  

Alemania posited because it was prom season, the man was climbing to the top 

floor of the building to surprise his girlfriend with a croissant (I did not have the heart to 

correct her with the proper term corsage.) When he was about half-way up the fire 

escape, Alemania stepped outside and asked what he was doing. When he did not 

respond, Jazzy and Yareliz asked him in Spanish. I chimed in, but louder (the girls were 

timid, and a little scared). He ignored us, climbed to the top floor of the building, and 

tried to open a window. When the window didn’t budge, he descended the fire escape, 

placed the plastic box on the ground and walked away. The commotion and excitement 

was over, and Alemania’s romantic prom proposal did not come to fruition.  

Ten minutes later, with his sports coat removed, the man ascended the fire escape 

again. We watched intently, this time from indoors.  

“What the hell is he doing?” I mumbled to myself as I stepped into the hallway to answer 

a phone call. Suddenly I heard Yareliz scream: 

“He broke the damn window! Coño!”  

“Ms. Sarah he just smashed the window!” Jazzy laughed and reveled in the excitement of 

the moment. 

“What?” I exclaimed and ran back into the room. 

Ms. Maribel, who was just as surprised as the girls, excitedly rehashed the sequence of 

events. After several attempts to pry open the window, the man used the arm brace to 

smash through the window with his elbow. 

“Call 911!” Yareliz screamed. Before I could comment, Alemania was already on her 
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phone. 

 “9-1-1 what’s your emergency?” I heard the voice on speaker phone. Alemania 

panicked and shoved the phone into my face. The girls huddled around me wide-eyed as I 

reported the incident to the operator. 

 Three minutes later I was running down the street, directing a squad car to the 

front of the building. When I arrived, there were already two unmarked vehicles and a 

police van parked in the middle of the block outside. A cluster of neighbors gathered onto 

the sidewalk to watch the commotion. I looked over my shoulder and saw the disheveled 

perpetrator being led out of the building in handcuffs. He cursed and threatened the 

officers, and I noticed a long scar from his temple down to his chin.  

 Approximately 15 police officers surrounded the building, which I felt was 

excessive for a mere break-in. As a young officer took down my information, I 

commented about the number of vehicles called to the scene. He told me the 

neighborhood had been plagued by break-ins and it was rare that one was actually 

witnessed in-progress. He said they wanted to make a scene to send a message to the 

people in the neighborhood that if they committed a crime, they would be caught. 

After further inquiry, I learned that the man was breaking into his own apartment, 

but was arraigned on other charges – authorities had been pursuing him for a few weeks 

and thanked me for reporting the crime. I told the officer that I had absolutely nothing to 

do with it and that a group of 12-year-old girls took the matter into their own hands. 

When I returned to the Center, the girls were gathered outside. Jomayra’s mom 

was with them asking about the commotion. I tried explaining to her in Spanish what had 
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happened, but I was too flustered, so Jomayra translated. The girls told me they saw the 

police officers climb the fire escape and enter the apartment. They were very excited 

about reporting the crime. I told them they should be proud. 

“Ms. Sarah, do we get a badge for this?” Jazzy asked. 

“We should get police badges.” Yareliz joked. 

 I recall the above anecdote fondly, but it is also quite significant: the girls took a 

proactive role in neighborhood safety. They broke the stereotypical “snitches get stitches” 

and “see nothing, say nothing” rules that many believe plague crime-ridden 

neighborhoods. The girls worked together to make a decision about what to do in an 

emergency. They took action, collectively, to stop a crime in-progress. Even something as 

simple as dialing 911 (for a 12-year-old, is still pretty intense) is being a neighborhood 

advocate.  

 Embarrassingly, I have seen many crimes in-progress in New York City, yet I 

have never called 911 nor reported a crime to police. I was always told to stay out of 

other people’s business. Even when my own apartment was robbed, I hesitated to call the 

police. Informed by what I have learned from teenagers, I did not necessarily trust police 

officers, and I did not want to get in trouble meddling in other people’s business, (or 

worse, tattling on them). But in that moment, the girls did what they felt was right, and 

demonstrated that they were concerned for the safety of their neighbors. All of this 

without the guidance, curriculum, or badges, or the approval of (“Voldemort Now”) 

Moderators. 

*** 
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Power, Authority, and Technologies of Adolescence 

 In 1928, Margaret Mead, still virtually an adolescent herself, described 

adolescence as a time of “rebellion against authority, philosophical perplexities, the 

flowering of idealism, conflict and struggle – ascribed to a period of physical 

development” (1928:6). Especially for girls: “as your daughter’s body changes from the 

body of a child to the body of a woman, so inevitably will her spirit change, and that 

stormily.” (1928:4), She asked “Were these difficulties due to being adolescent or to 

being adolescent in America?” (1928:6), Nearly ninety years after Mead’s proclamation, 

the “problematization”  and “social fact”  (Bakan 1971), of American adolescence 3 4

continues. Many of the perceived problems of adolescence are rooted in and attributed to 

historical perceptions of poverty, race, socio-economic status (SES), and gender – 

specifically for Black and Latina teens (Burdell 1995). Inner-city children and 

adolescents are disproportionately labeled as “problems,” “failures,” or “at risk”.  5

Stakeholders and funders allocate large sums of money to “help” and assume that youth 

who are troubled and failing are missing something in their lives and are somehow 

culturally deprived of values, (cultural) capital, and motivations that will lead to their 

  Deacon states: “‘Problematization’ refers to ways in which specific historical practices give rise to 3

or condition the emergence of objects of analysis, themselves an amalgam of experiences (such as teaching 
or learning), discourses (such as educational psychology), practices (such as teacher training) and 
institutions (such as schools), and also to ways in which genealogy transforms a ‘given’ into a question and 
in so doing requires the rethinking of power relations, forms of knowledge and moral action” (2006:186).

  Bakan describes the “social fact” of American adolescence: “A major factor which has sustained 4

the social fact of adolescence in our society has been the belief, so pervasive in our success-oriented 
culture, in ‘the promise.’ The promise is that if a young person does all the things [s]he is ‘supposed to do’ 
during adolescence, [s]he will then realize success, status, income, power, and so forth in 
adulthood.” (1971:989).

  For a socio-historical account on the label “at risk” see Fine (1993).5
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success. 

 Girls Now was an example of a nonprofit institution that allocated large sums of 

private-sector donated funds to solve “girl problems” and support “appropriate behavior 

in adolescence as a form of capital investment” (Bakan 1971:990). Nancy Lesko (2001), 

labels the formal and informal practices and programs of keeping adolescent “urges” 

and “delinquency at bay” technologies of adolescence.  These technologies include “the 6

techniques of naming, studying, diagnosing, predicting, and administering an identifiable 

adolescent population” (2001:69). Early turn-of-the-century technologies of adolescence 

included the development of clubs, organized sports, educational programs, the Boy 

Scouts of America (Macleod 1983), and in the examples presented in this work: after-

school programs that award badges for good behavior. 

 I have described the Play Now digital badge game as a social reality that lives 

within dispositions mediated by the software, networks, the computers, stakeholders, and 

the work of the participants. The game and power relations of the stakeholders created a 

collective narrative and imagining of the girls’ class, race, gender, and socio-economic 

statuses. Holland et al. argue that figured worlds exist within pre-existing structures of 

power and authority. Urreita summarizes: “Relationships, practices, acts, courses of 

action, people, and cultural resources within figured worlds are tied to the powerful trans-

local institutions” (2007:110). Girls Now also existed within the power structures of the 

LMNC and other stakeholders. Those power structures were embedded within the 

  Lesko states: “A technology refers to a complex of mechanisms through which authorities have 6

sought to shape, normalize, and make productive use of human beings. Technology is an assemblage of 
heterogeneous elements: knowledges, types of authority, vocabularies, practices of calculation, architectural 
forms, and human capacities” (2001:17).
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institution of Women Now, an artifact of larger nonprofit systems designed and 

maintained by powerful stakeholders, funders, and organizations. These authoritative and 

powerful structures are expressed within and maintained by the goals of the game, the 

roles of Moderators, and the perceived outcomes it aimed to produce. Although not “total 

institutions” described by Foucault (1977), heuristically Girls Now had the same 

motivations as schools. The educational components of Girls Now and Play Now had 

timelines, organized lessons, and perceived outcomes. Stakeholders had a subversive (and 

perceived) authority over the girls lives, bodies, and knowledge by dictating what was 

“best” for them, including openly trying to change their decisions, actions, thoughts, and 

most disturbingly, their behaviors. Foucault believed the discursive power of artifacts 

created by institutions imposed discipline and control over subjects. Play Now created a 

game that uses Missions, points, badges – all of which are artifacts, or symbols of status 

and achievement. These artifacts have meaning within the figured worlds of Girls Now, 

and Play Now, but have little value outside of these worlds. Missions, points, and badges 

signify stakeholders’ understanding of “success” within the power structures of their own 

“technology of adolescence”. Stakeholders and Moderators (or lurkers) evaluated the 

actions of the girls and awarded “legitimate” productions of knowledge. Collecting points 

and badges signifies to the stakeholders that the girls are producing work, and that their 

system works. Stakeholders re-purposed these artifacts as indicators that their program 

and curriculum “worked to fix” the girls and demonstrate how they maintained their 

authority and symbolic power. 
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Closing Thoughts 

 I have demonstrated that the girls in this research educated themselves and each 

other on a variety of issues including performing work, performing friendship and trust, 

how to be a proper fangirl, how to interact and use technology, and how to address and 

make sense of self-harm.  

  The girls had fun, laughed, ate fruit snacks, danced, and shared experiences with 

one another. The girls created a space to talk seriously, play, make jokes, and share their 

stories and passions. The game was gateway for Luz to write an advice column and 

express herself, Jomayra to show off her nail art, Alemania to learn grammar, Ashanti to 

fangirl, and Jazzy to share an important secret. They created a space to collaborate, share 

ideas, and to question, negotiate, and re-purpose the game. Moderation, points, and 

badges were believed to be the key to successful implementation of Play Now. Yet the 

real “success” of the game and program was found within relationships, problem solving 

strategies, and building trustworthy friendships. 

 Play Now and Girls Now did not adequately capture the powerful connections the 

girls made with friends, trusted adults, and their experiences as adolescents in New York 

City. I have shown that the girls in this research are not just demonstrating a 

technological skill, a writing skill, or knowledge base, they are also negotiating, and re-

imagining their lives and futures. The girls did the work of the game while doing the 

work of being an adolescent, taking on multiple roles and dispositions in the process. 
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*** 

 In early 2014, I learned that the Girls Now program was officially canceled by the 

funding LMNC organization and the host nonprofit program, Women Now. The Girls 

Now website was removed from the Internet and nearly five-hundred girls in New York 

City no longer had an after-school program to attend. The adults, Moderators, and Center 

Directors who became important parts of their lives, were suddenly gone, without 

explanation. Similar to the Lehman Brothers Health Promotion Learning Lab, where 

Davon and thousands of adolescents in Central Harlem brushed (or didn’t brush) 

Mouthy’s teeth, funding is pulled and programs end, often without explanation. Yet the 

teens affected (or disaffected) by these programs continue to thrive and improvise 

educational moments, even in the absence of those who try to assess their abilities or 

change their behaviors. 

 I believe the most effective educational programs are those in which people have 

the freedom to play around, improvise, and manipulate spaces to pursue their own 

educational inquiries. We must see all adolescents as complex, creative, and articulate 

social actors doing the best they can with the tools, networks, and resources they have. 

Adolescents will continue to use digital technologies, games, and computers, and they 

will continue to do so in creative and unexpected ways. Positive and transformative 

learning comes out of unexpected places and activities, and adolescents who truly need 

help will likely find it, most often in ways unimagined by powerful people who have 

developed specific resources, curricula, or “technologies of adolescence” to do so.  
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 Alemania, Ashanti, Jazzy, Jomayra, Luz, and Yareliz have taught me they really 

do know what is going on around them, and they are quite capable of solving their 

problems both playfully and seriously together in the real world. 
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Appendix A: Research Methods 

I. Timeline 

 This ethnography is based on two years of participation in Girls Now activities 

related to the after-school program and the Play Now digital badge game. Phase 1 

research began with a volunteer position I acquired during the summer of 2011 as a Girls 

Now Youth Advisory Council member. I served on the Girls Now Youth Advisory 

Council and the Girls Now Curriculum Subcommittee, for which I attended quarterly 

meetings with other Council members from various teen outreach programs, nonprofit 

institutions, health centers, and school-based initiatives. After four months of volunteer 

work, I chose Girls Now as my research site because of their mission to work with youth 

in New York City, and their digital game-enhanced approach to learning. After receiving 

permission from the Girls Now Program Director, preliminary research on Girls Now and 

the Play Now digital badge game began in early fall 2011. I attended several trainings, 

meetings, and group discussions related to the launch of the Play Now game, including 

discussions with the Center Directors, Program Directors, Play Now software designers, 

as well as representatives from the LMNC funding organization. From October 2011 – 

April 2012, I volunteered at the Girls Now site at the Teen Program in Washington 

Heights. During this time, I participated in bi-weekly Girls Now Center Meetings, co-

facilitated workshops with the Center Director, and mentored participants. I also provided 

technology resources, participated in discussions, and co-chaperoned group outings.  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 During Phase 2 [June 4, 2012 – September 28, 2012] I trained forty hours per 

week as a Girls Now Center Director. I focused on administrative planning for the 2012 – 

2013 Girls Now program which included participant recruitment, staff trainings, 

curriculum design, and Play Now game implementation strategies. I also participated in 

several workshops on Girls Now curriculum, which included lessons on positive youth 

development, mental health, gender and sexuality, urban poverty, and financial literacy. I 

also collected and studied guidelines from Girls Now meetings, trainings, and internal 

documents such as game manuals and program reports.  

 I must acknowledge my role as a paid Center Director at Girls Now from June 

2012 – December 2012. My work focused on reviewing 2011 – 2012 Play Now game 

outcomes and the potential 2012 – 2013 game platform changes. I also consulted on 

curriculum design, technology implementation, website design, and social media 

communications. This full-time position transitioned to part-time from January 2013-

April 2013. I was compensated 20 hours per week to consult on curriculum, mentor Girls 

Now participants at four sites, moderate the game, and manage social networking sites 

such as Twitter, Facebook, and the Girls Now website. I did not receive compensation for 

the research work I performed with the cohort featured in this dissertation. 

 Phase 3 [October 15, 2012 (the official launch of the Girls Now program year) – 

February 5, 2013] I returned to the field to observe Girls Now participants at the Teen 

Program in Washington Heights. Beginning on January 5, 2013 I directly observed six 

girls playing the game for a total of six 90-minute sessions. Although my responsibilities 
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at Girls Now continued until April 2013, the core research conducted for purposes of this 

dissertation ended on February 5, 2013, the official end date of the game. 

II. Barriers to Research 

 Most of the technical barriers to this research stemmed from the use of multiple 

recording devices. One technical barrier was the production of clear audio recordings; 

despite using a professional-grade digital voice recorder, many problems persisted. 

Recorded observations took place during Teen Program hours and there were often noises 

in the hallway directly outside the lab. Closing the door to the lab usually solved this 

problem, but echoes from the gymnasium and noises from outside were often captured in 

my recordings. The girls also sang, yelled, and danced around which was difficult 

(although entertaining) to transcribe. Loud music also made clear recordings difficult to 

capture – sometimes each girl would play a different song from her computer, creating a 

jumble of various pop and hip-hop songs throughout the lab. This caused (in some cases 

severe) noise pollution in my audio recordings. 

 The inability to video record all of the action was also a constant barrier. Despite 

my creative and multi-angle camera work, there were many interactions that went 

unrecorded. I anticipated the placement of three separate cameras in the small space of 

the lab would capture most of the action. The girls were so active, loud, playful, and 

talkative, many moments were missed, muffled, or blocked by other actions. The office 

chairs in the lab created one of the biggest recording challenges; the girls liked to roll 

around the room, jump out of their seats to dance, and spin around in circles. I did my 
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best to adjust recording devices to capture these actions, but I missed many that could 

have contributed to this study. 

Data Storage 

 As more digital ethnographic methods and tools emerge, researchers must back up 

digital files and safely store hard drives and other devices. Two of my Flip Cams 

malfunctioned during the final phases of this research. Also, in mid-summer, both of my 

research laptops were stolen from my apartment. Thankfully, I had all of my audio and 

document files backed up onto the external cloud server Dropbox.  Large data storage 1

remains a research problem, especially with increasingly high-quality video formats. In 

order to preserve the visual integrity and quality of my research recordings, I did not 

compress video files. Large video files take a very long time to upload to an online 

server, even with high-speed Internet access. For ease of file access and data transfer, I 

utilized two 1TB hard drives for data storage; one for data, and the other to mirror, or 

back-up, the data from the first drive. I followed the “rule of threes” for file back up; all 

data must be saved in at least three places. It must be noted that laptops and hard drives 

crash frequently and data can be easily corrupted or worse, lost. To adequately back-up 

data, I saved all files onto my MacBook Pro laptop and to the 1TB external drives. Extra 

video files were saved on another external hard drive that was stored in a separate 

location – to ensure the protection of video files. Due to a lack of home security, and the 

use of my apartment as a research office, I also downloaded Time Machine software onto 

my laptop. This software offers a fast and easy way to automatically back up all data files 

 There are debates on the security of Dropbox data encoding, however I believe this password-1

protected online resource is safer than storing data in a locked filing cabinet. 
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to the 1TB hard drives by plugging the MacBook directly into the devices. Time Machine 

also sent frequent reminders to back up files every week. Implementing these strategies 

ensured that if something happened to my computer all research files would be safely 

stored on the external devices. 

Privacy 

 Another barrier to this research was the request of privacy from some of the girls. 

None of the girls objected to being video recorded; many were intrigued by my camera 

configuration and sometimes (secretly) performed dances in front of the cameras at the 

end of each observation. If the girls chose not to be recorded on a particular day (or at all) 

they would position themselves out of the view of the camera. My audio-capture devices 

recorded several instances of the girls talking about boyfriends and secret crushes; but my 

video recordings captured them glance down at my DVR and slap their hands over their 

mouths. I assured them the secrets were safe, and even though they understood the 

anonymity of the research, they still did not want their secrets reported. I did not record 

the girls if they did not feel comfortable and I did not divulge any of their secrets in this 

document. 

Game Logistics 

 The game launch and timeline were also unexpected barriers to this research. 

There was often confusion about the launch of the game, the duration of the game, and 

the implementation of a game timeline. The start date of the game shifted several times, 

and the official end date changed nearly a half-dozen times while I was in the field. There 

was even a terrifying moment when the Program Director told me the game might last for 
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only one week. Data collection of game artifacts continued through early June 2013 until 

I found that the game was unexpectedly offline, and no longer accessible. I knew that 

Play Now wanted to remove the game platform from the Internet but I was not told an 

official date when this would happen. Thankfully, I collected screen-shots of the 

completed Missions and data from all the girls in this study before the game was 

removed. 

Myself 

 I must address challenging moments as an educator and researcher, to resist the 

urge to intervene as an educator, rather than step aside as a researcher. Episodes occurred 

wherein computers froze, passwords were forgotten, cameras did not work, or a badge 

was not awarded. My instinct from working in computer labs for several years was to 

troubleshoot the problems immediately. I delegated many of these responsibilities to Ms. 

Ana, and she was eager to help. While observing girls in the lab, I was rarely a passive 

observer of the play. I am often heard throughout my audio recordings bouncing between 

various conversations. This created a somewhat choppy feel to my field notes and 

transcriptions because, especially early on, I was trying to observe and capture everything 

at once. I often interacted with the girls, because I had questions, or because the girls had 

questions about the game, or wanted to share something with me. I constantly moved 

around the lab where the girls were positioned and I sometimes missed many interactions. 

Thankfully the use of video cameras captured many moments that I would have 

otherwise missed. 
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III. Introduction of Research to Participants 

 The Play Now game was introduced to the girls at the Teen Program via a Power 

Point presentation five days before the launch. The Power Point presentation, created by 

Girls Now, was shown to all program participants at every site. The presentation 

demonstrated the point and badge system, how to add friends, and how to complete 

Missions. Parents already signed release forms for the game when they submitted Girls 

Now permission slips in October. I explained this research, although related to Girls Now, 

was separate from the program.  2

 When I met with the parents, Ms. Ana helped me converse in Spanish, as my 

language skills were sufficient, but not advanced enough to fully convey all the details of 

this study. Once IRB forms  were signed and returned, I collected e-mail addresses for 3

each girl. Addresses were forwarded to the Girls Now Program Director who created their 

game accounts. When the girls received the e-mail, they could follow the link, create a 

password, and begin to play. I told them to check their e-mail and notify me if they did 

not receive the invitation. The girls were excited and eager to play the game and 

participate in this study.  4

IV. Data Collection 

 The following devices were used to record the girls in the lab and Hobby Room: 

  All participants were required to submit signed consent forms for the Teen Program, Girls Now 2

(including the digital badge game), and a third consent to take part in my study.

  Before meeting the parents I hired a professional to translate the IRB forms from English to 3

Spanish.

  None of the parents objected to the research, although Yareliz opted to sit out of camera view for 4

the majority of my observations. After the second observation, Luz also sat out of camera view.
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1 Zoom H2 Handy Portable Stereo Recorder (DVR) 
1 Panasonic HDC-SD90 digital camcorder 
2 High Definition Cisco Flip MinoHD Cameras 
1 iPhone 4 (Voice Memo App) 
1 Cannon PowerShot camera 
11 Dell OptiPlex 390 computers equipped with Logitech web cams   5

 I used both video and audio recording devices to capture interactions and 

conversations of the girls in the lab the Hobby Room. I used three digital camcorders, one 

main camera positioned to capture the wide-angle view of players, another to capture the 

side view of game play, and the third to capture what happened in front of computer 

screens from an over-the-shoulder perspective. These camera configurations were 

modified over the course of the study to adapt to the seating arrangements of the girls. I 

placed the digital voice recorder (DVR) between the two workstations closest to the main 

camera, and configured the device to record audio from all angles. I also utilized the 

iPhone 4 Voice Memo App to provide a back-up audio recording of conversations and 

play interactions. The devices were placed in separate sections of the room to capture 

vocal overlap.  6

 In addition to DVR and video recordings, I also took observational field notes of 

the girls in order to capture what the devices might miss. Following Minneman (1991), 

Jordan and Henderson (1995), state that writing field notes is necessary to parallel video 

and audio recordings of subjects. However, writing field notes while observing the girls 

posed a problem; the girls felt uncomfortable that I was staring and “writing stuff down” 

about them. To resolve this issue, I jotted brief notes in my notebook with an approximate 

  Computers and peripherals were property of the Center computer lab.5

  See Appendix B for camera configurations.6
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timestamp indicator. At the end of each observation, I recorded a ten minute voice memo 

to reflect on the observation and to clarify the jottings in my notebook. 

 I also collected artifacts the girls produced on the game, which included screen-

shots of completed Missions, player profiles, and Moderator Feedback. I did not collect 

screen-shots of the Missions the girls produced while they were playing because I did not 

want to disrupt their work. Instead I used Grab software to capture screen-shots of 

completed Missions after the girls left the computer lab, or on my own time. I also played 

the Play Now game as both a player and Moderator. Playing and moderating the game 

helped me learn the game interface and operations. I spent twenty hours of screen time on 

the game in order to experience the Mission approval process, and the feeling of actively 

completing Missions and being awarded points and badges. I also “friended” other 

players, commented on profiles, and “liked” Missions. 

V. Analysis 

 As I stated, recording devices captured an overwhelming 300 GB of data, so it 

was imperative that all data were backed up on external hard drives immediately 

following each observation. I organized all the files from each game play observation into 

“data packets”. Each packet (a designated folder with the date and time of the lab 

observation) included data taken from: video recordings from all camera angles, MP3 

audio recordings from the DVR and iPhone 4, typed field notes, transcribed voice 

memos, digital photographs, and images of game play artifacts. I organized each packet 

into several levels of analysis for greater ease in data triangulation. The first level of 

analysis began with a loose transcription of DVR and iPhone audio recordings for each 
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session. I aligned these audio recordings with the field notes and the transcribed voice 

memos to clarify the ethnographic setting and create a context for the interactions. After 

aligning the loose transcriptions and field notes, I turned my attention to the video 

recordings. I watched each recording, from each camera angle, and wrote observational 

field notes. I aligned the field notes with the loose transcriptions and created an 

ethnographic “snapshot” for each session. After I performed these operations for each 

data packet, the content was carefully reviewed and indexed for patterns and emergent 

themes pertinent to this research. During the indexing and editing process, I searched for 

instances when the girls played the game in unexpected ways, or ways not intended by 

the game design. I also searched for, following Garfinkel, the “occurrence of trouble” in a 

particular activity sphere (Jordan Henderson 1995:69). Once these categories emerged for 

each session, I broke the data into “ethnographic chunks” (Jordan and Henderson 1995). 

 After isolating the ethnographic chunks, I transcribed the corresponding audio 

files with precision. I listened to the MP3 audio files generated from the DVR and iPhone 

and then performed thorough transcriptions of the conversations for each session using 

Express Scribe software. When portions of the MP3 audio files were inaudible, audio 

from video files were uploaded to Express Scribe for closer transcription. Express Scribe 

software allowed for precise transcription, as well as audio time-stamping. Once the 

audio for the ethnographic chunks was fully transcribed, I used QuickTime to scan 

coordinating video files to upload onto iMovie software. I used iMovie to edit the 

corresponding video clips of the ethnographic chunks and aligned the files with the MP3 

audio for in-depth analysis and screen capture. I then used Grab software to select visual 
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interactions from the video recordings that I felt would enhance the conversations and 

interactions for the reader. I again returned to the field notes and transcriptions to more 

clearly recreate the ethnographic setting for each of the chunks. I reduced the chunks into 

brief one to two minute interactions that I felt best aligned with my research goals. 

Finally, I returned to the original data packets and scanned for the corresponding 

Missions and artifacts (Jordan and Henderson 1995). 

 I used field notes and IA methods to analyze data presented in this research. 

Jordan and Henderson (1995), state interactional analysis (IA) is a “powerful tool in the 

investigation of human activity that is particularly effective in complex, multi actor, 

technology mediated work settings and learning environments” (1995:79). I believe IA is 

the best tool to effectively convey subtle language use, exclamations, actions, noises, and 

movements of the girls in the lab. The goal of IA is to “identify regularities in the ways in 

which participants utilize the resources of the complex social and material world of actors 

and objects within which they operate” (1995:41). This analysis revolves around the 

“achievement of social order (and ordering) in everyday settings” (1995:41). 

 Following Garfinkel (1967), IA describes learning as a “distributed, ongoing 

social process, in which evidence that learning is occurring or has occurred must be 

found in understanding the ways in which people collaboratively do learning and do 

recognize learning as having occurred” (1995:42). I show how the girls educate each 

other through the game and their conversations and how they maintain and create their 

spaces for learning within their social worlds. IA explores “the ways in which participants 

draw on their bodily, artifactual, spatial, and social resources to mend infractions of 
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projected sequences” (1995:70). These sequences include movements around the lab, 

facial expressions, typing on keyboards, playing with headphones, rolling in chairs, 

jumping, running, dancing, conversations, and produced artifacts. 

VI. Identity Protection 

 All images of the girls have been altered to protect their identity. I used Adobe 

Photoshop to apply a skin tone-matching swatch over photos that could potentially 

identify a participant. I found this alteration of images less distracting than a black bar, 

and clearer than a drawing or sketch rendition of the image. All other non-identifying 

content remains untouched and is taken directly from field notes, image capture of the 

game, video recordings, and digital photographs. The only alterations to artifacts from the 

game are the names of the participants and direct indicators to the Girls Now program. 
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Appendix B: Map of Computer Lab 

 

[Computer lab and recording equipment map 
created by a Girls Now participant] 
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Appendix C: DPD Report Preliminary Findings 

 The Design Principles Documentation Project (DPD) led by Daniel T. Hickey at 

Indiana University’s Center for Research on Learning and Technology (CRLT) created a 

report on each of the thirty digital badge software platforms awarded the MacArthur 

Digital Media & Learning (DML) grant. The DPD report separates badge scholars into 

two camps: “badge evangelists” and “badge skeptics” (2014:39). Badge evangelists tout 

digital badges as the “next big thing” in education. They believe badges are radical new 

way of organizing learning for the digital age and can provide new forms of assessment 

and measurement, motivate learners, and serve as agents for behavior change 

(Abramovich et al. 2013, Anderson et al. 2013, Davidson 2013, Crotty 2012). 

Conversely, badge skeptics (Bissel 2012, Carey 2012, Olneck 2012, Resnick 2012, Singer 

2012, Young 2012), believe badges aim to replace conventional methods of credentialing 

and pose a potential threat to traditional models of education found in schools and 

universities. Like many new educational trends, there is little research if badges actually 

assess learning (Hickey et al.) and the research that does exist is mostly inconclusive 

(Abramovich, Schunn, and Higashi, 2013). 

 Two researchers, also recipients of the DML grant, propose the use of 

ethnographic field methods to explore how badges operationalize in real world settings. 

Katie Davis at the University of Washington plans to interview students and teachers 

using badges as an alternative and supplement to high school credit. Jan Plass at New 
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York University plans to video record players in public settings to compare motivational 

factors of badges to the achievement markers of traditional commercial games. 

 An ethnographic vignette in the 2014 DPD report offers a glimpse into the 

realities of what badges propose: people engaging with digital badges, particularly youth, 

might not care, and the badges might not work. Embedded in the appendix of the January 

2014 report, Dr. Hickey and the DPD project researchers share transcribed interviews 

with teachers using badge software at the Providence After School Alliance (PASA). 

Teachers were frustrated that their students in an urban middle school were not interested 

in badges implemented by the program. One teacher states: 

One of my students didn’t do his weekly task. Another student got a badge for 
doing his, and I said to the first student, ‘But you’ll get this badge!’ And he still 
hasn’t done his task. He just wasn’t interested…The badge didn’t even matter. It 
didn’t matter how cool it looked or that his friend got it. He just didn’t care about 
it (2014:114). 

In other words, offering badges, no matter what they symbolize or potentially assess, do 

not intrinsically motivate all users. In another interview, the PASA program Deputy 

Director Alex Molina adds: 

We’re learning that badges are a cool thing for us adults or those who work with 
technology, but for a lot of urban youth, it’s not there. How do you convince 
young people that a badge has a currency when they’re facing other issues - when 
they’re at a failing school…it has no value to them, especially for urban youth, 
the value is engag[ing] in high quality experiences with an adult that cares…
Young people sign up for programs not because they’re going to get a badge. 
They sign up for programs, because they get to work with a cool adult. They get 
to participate in something that school’s not giving them (2014:114). 
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 This interview supports the argument that digital badges must be explored using 

ethnographic methods in order to fully understand how they operationalize in the real 

world. As more serious educational games are developed and implemented across various 

settings, my questions expand: What assumptions do these games make about their 

intended audiences? How do developers and designers imagine users will engage with 

their software and what are their perceived outcomes? What happens when users actually 

play serious or digital badge games? How do serious games operate in the “real world” in 

homes, offices, schools, and computer labs? What are some of the unanticipated and 

unexpected moments of education not captured by the software? 
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Appendix D: Play Now Badges 

Junior Moderator You’ve been promoted to Junior Moderator for your amazing participation 
and enthusiasm in the game. Your continuous display of kindness, courage 
and passion has been recognized. With the power of this badge, you will 
extend your talents and creative touch as you guide and encourage other 
players on their Missions.

Ambassador For mediating a dispute and bringing two parties closer together.
Supporter Support each other – like 5 Missions.
Photographer For being an amazing photographer! Keep it up!
Change Agent For doing something transformative. You changed a person, place, or thing 

for the better.
Inter-Generational For an accomplishment with someone from another generation.
Popular They love you! Receive at least 10 likes for a Mission.
Gold Star For being awesome.
Mindblower For demonstrating stellar, mind-blowing intellectual acumen.
Connector For making 15 friends!
Writer Your writing is amazing. Keep it up!
Prolific 10 Completed Missions already! Wow.
Courage For demonstrating courage.
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Appendix E: Participant Game Stats 

Alemania Ashanti Jazzy Jomayra Luz Yareliz

Total Points 1080 375 1467 1597 145 410

Likes 8 4 15 17 6 6

Completed Missions 6 3 16 14 1 4

In Progress 5 10 3 4 2 3

Friends 12 12 11 16 14 8

Badges 2 0 3 6 1 0




